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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 58 In Our 97th Year
Tappan And Union Officials
To Meet In Washington, D.C.
Federal mediators in the eight-month old Tappan strike,
here have called a meeting between Tappan and Union of-
ficials Friday at 10 a.m. in Washington, D. C.
No details of the purpose of the meeting, or reason for the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Another
move was expected to be made in the
Kentucky Senate today to extract an
anti-ERA resolution from a committee
where it has been bottled up for two
weeks.
But Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, the
Senate's presiding officer, is prepared
to rule the motion to discharge the
resolution out of order.
Last Friday, anti-ERA forces tried
twice to bring up a discharge petition
for a vote. She ruled them out of order
and was upheld in her decision.
Another petition to discharge the
House-passed resolution from the
Senate Committee on Elections and
Constitutional Amendments was filed
with the Senate clerk Monday.
That means the move to take the
resolution away from the committee
can be brought up for a vote.
But for the resolution to rescind the
state's ratification of ERA to be placed
on the calendar, 20 senators must vote
for it. Then it would go to the Senate
Rules Committee, which could hold it
for le dory..
Sen. Richard Weisenberger, D-
Mayfield, said he's not sure if he has the
20 votes to remove the resolution from
committee. But if he does, he says it's a
cinch the resolution will be passed by
the Senate and Kentucky's ratification
of the proposed Equal Rights Amen-
dment to the U.S. Constitution will be
rescinded.
He says some senators want the
matter to come up for a vote but aren't
willing to side with those who are trying
to extract the resolution from
committee because they "don't want to
buck" the system.
Mrs. Stovall was dressed in a pink
pants suit Monday — and pink is the
color symbolizing the move to rescind
ERA.
But she is an outspoken proponent of
ERA and was prepared then, as she will
be today, to try to block a vote.
Mrs. Stovall was prepared Monday to
rule anti-ERA forces out of order for
trying to remove the resolution from
committee.
Her grounds would have been that the
committee has not yet had the
resolution long enough. The committee
is scheduled to hear pro-ERA speakers
at a public hearing Wednesday.
Last week, committee members
listened to six women who are against
ERA.
Local Students Rate
High In Choral Festival
Lone Oak High School and Lone Oak
Middle School had something to sing
about following the judging in the
Murray Region Choral Festival on the
campus of Murray State University on
Saturday, March 6.
All the entries from Lone Oak High
School—a boys chorus, a girls chorus,
and a mixed chorus—earned the top
rating of I in the senior divison, while
the only entry from Lone Oak Middle
School, a mixed chorus, also took a I
rating in the junior division.
Other ratings in the senior division
were: Murray High School girls chorus
and mixed chorus, both rated I;
Mayfield High School mixed chorus,
rated I; Livbigston Central High School
mixed chorus, rated I; Ballard
Memorial High School tinted chorus,
rated II; Calloway County High School
girls chorus and mixed chorus, both
rated H; and Farmington High School
mixed chorus, rated III.
Junior division ratings for other
schools were: Benton Junior High
School mixed chorus, rated I; Calloway
County mixed chorus (class II), rated I,
and Calloway County mixed chorus
(class III) and boys chorus, both rated
II; and South Marshall Junior High
School girls chorus, rated H.
Results of the Murray Regional Piano




NEW YORK (AP) — the stock
market posted a broad advance
today to push the Dow Jones in-
dustrial average over the 1,000-mark
for the first time in more than three
years.
The Dow average of 30 blue chips
was ahead more than 11 points at
10:45 a.m. EST.
The last time the key market
indicator closed above 1,000 was
Jan. 26, 1973 when it finished at
1,003.54. The all-time closing high
was 1,051.71 on Jan. 11, 1973,
Gainers took a 3-1 lead over losers
among New York Stock Exchange
listed issues.
Analysts said the market was
benefiting from declines In some key
short-term interest rates.
Senior division—Anne Gregory,
Murray, rated I; Diantha Shaffer,
Paducah, rated I; Debbie Russell,
Benton, rated I; Janet Childress,
Providence, rated I; Lisa Smith,
Murray, rated III; Lisa Reed,
Paducah, rated IH; Ruth Morgan,
Madisonville, rated III; and Monica
Shuler, Madisonville, rated IV.
Junior division—Vickie Lowe,
Madisonville, rated I; Nancy Love,
Madisonville, rated I; Lynda Johnson,
Murray, rated II; Audrey Conley,
Murray, rated III; Mark Rich,
Madisonville, rated III; Christy Sisk,
Madisonville, rated III; and Kelly
Childress, Providence, rated III.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Educators Association in affiliation
with the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association, the festival was under the
direction of Richard W. Farrell,
chairman of the Department of Music
at Murray State. as festival manager
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, March 9, 1976
CONSUMER EDUCATION WORKSHOP — Charlotte Carr (standing left)
of Illinois State University makes a point during a workshop entitled
"Techniques for Teaching Consumer Education" at Murray State University
Monday and Tuesday (March 8-9). She was the consultant for the
workshop geared to elementary and secondary teachers in all fields.
Shown with her are: (seated from left) Pam Tucker of Hopkinsville, a junior
home economics student; Barbara Etter, consumer education instructor at
the Paducah Area Vocational Center Geneva Brownfield, guidance coun-
selor at Murray Middle School Bess Kedick, home economics teacher at
Calloway County High School; and Arthur Wallace, principal at Trigg Coun-
ty Elementary School Others standing are: (from left) Ray Warmath, prin-
cipal of Mayfield Middle School; and Dr. Bobby Malone and Dr. Pauline
Waggener, co-directors of the workshop from the sponsoring College of
Human Development and learning at Murray State.




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
administration's multimillion dollar
economic development package for
Kentucky, financed largely by the state
severance tax on coal, heads for the
Senate today after sailing through the
House.
The lower chamber gave rubber
stamp approval to Gov. Julian Carroll's
five-bill package, which spells out how
the severance tax will be spent over the
next two fiscal years.
The legislation benefits the coal-
producing counties, but also dishes out
bonuses for other areas of the state.
Only one legislator, Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-DanvWe, made any attempt
to amend the legislation. Clarke said he
feared that one bill gave too free a hand
to the Kentucky Turnpike Authority
and proposed setting a spending limit.
Government Gives Mixed Notices
On Nation's Economic Progress
WASHINGTON (AP) — As the Ford
administration begins to make its next
projection for the economy this year,
the government is giving mixed notices
to the nation's progress out of
recession.
In reports released Monday, the
government said January sales of new
single-family homes fell to its lowest
level in a half year, indicating trouble
in that industry. But consumer in-
stallment indebtedness, a sign of
confidence in the economy, grew in
January to a Ps-year high. The rise
was paced by record automobile loans.
At the same time, the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
released figures for last November —
the latest available — showing that
family welfare rolls are dropping.
The reports came as the
administration begins to prepare new
forecasts for the economy in the
Bicentennial year. A member of the
President's Council of Economic
Advisers said "things have gotten
better," but he added there 'probably
won't be major changes in the "op-
timistic" projections for unem-
ployment and inflation made earlier
this year.
On housing, the Commerce Depar-
tment government said sales of new
single-family homes fell in January, the
first month since expiration of a special
tax credit for new home buyers. The
department said sales for the month
amounted to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 552,000, which was 15.7
per cent below December.
New home sales in November and
Cooler Tonight
Decreasing cloudiness and a little
cooler tonight, low in the low to mid 30s
Partly cloudy and mild Wednesdal..
high in the low to mid 50s. Thursday
variable cloudiness and mild.
December had been at a seasonally
adjusted rate of 655,000, or the highest
level in more than two years. Combined
with the decline in starts on new
housing during January, the figures
provided a further indication of a low
level of activity in the industry in the
months ahead.
The Federal Reserve Board said the
January consumer installment debt
jumped by the biggest margin since
August 1974 on the strength of a second
consecutive month of record borrowing
for auto purchases.
The central bank said the installment
debt for January climbed by $1.29
billion.
Private Enterprise Seminar
To Be Held At Murray State
Plans for the American Private
Enterprise Seminar to be held at
Murray State University March 18, 19,
and 20 were made by three local
Murray State students at a meeting
held at the Calloway County Extension
Office, according to Fred Gillum, local
leader of the new community youth
program.
Local students from Murray High
School and Calloway County High
School will be selected to participate in
this program.
Randall Winchester, Paula Sympson,
and Cheryl Burkeen will be the Junior
leaders in the program this year. They
attended the seminar in Lexington last
June and will relate their experiences
to the students this year. They also plan
to travel with the four six top winners in
the local program to the seminar in
Lexington.
As explained by Gillum, the intent of
the program is to train student par-
ticipants to become better leaders
through improved understanding of the
American Business System, including
selected local businesses.
Students will hold three daily
meetings during which they will discuss
11 topics beginning with "How People
Create and Use Organizations." Other
The Moony High School Girls' Chorus, directed by loan Boviker, school choral director,
won the top rating of superior at the Spring Choral Festival held at MINT .1A State University
on Saturday. They are, left to right, back row, Kathy May, Kim ANey, Ahhia Parham, Debbie
Gadberry, Artie Petty, Lisa Winters, Donna Mueller, second row, Karen lackson, Donna
Bailey, Krista Russell, Cheryl Warn, lisa Francis, Karen Turner, Ann Clark first row, Renee
Taylor, Kelly Robinson, Sheryl Nall, lean Cole, and Linda Hart Not pictured are Venni&
Mathis and penny Francis.
morns by Gerald Carter




Deaths & Funerals 10
study topics include: "Essentials for
Success in Business," "The
Relationship of Government to Private
Business," "Various Ways to Organize
Resources to Conduct Business
Operations." Types of American
Business Structures to be studied in-
clude Proprietorships, Partnerships,
and various Corporate Business Forms.
Local business and professional
leaders will draw on their own
backgrounds of experiences in business
to serve as discussion leaders with the
youth scholars. Dr. Marvin Albin,
James Overby, and Dr. James
Thompson will lead the discussions at
the first meeting on March 18. Students
will receive individual kits of materials
and references, including suggested











There was no other debate or
discussion on any of the measures, and
they each passed with huge margins.
They are:
—HB 674, which establishes a coal
severance economic aid fund to finance
capital projects in coal producing
counties. The measure carries an
appropriation of $5 million for each of
the next two fiscal years. Projects
would be subject to approval by a local
board in each county.
—HB 675, which establishes an area
development fund for capital projects
in the 15 area development districts in
the state. It carries an appropriation of
$6 million for each of the next two fiscal
years. The money would be allocated on
a formula giving the most money to the
areas with the lowest per capita in-
come. The money could not be spent for
school or road construction.
—HB 676, which allows the Kentucky
Turnpike Authority to use coal
severance taxes to finance revenue
bonds for construction of "resource
recovery roads." The major project to
be funded under the legislation is
construction of a four-lane highway
running parallel to Ky. 80 and linking
the Mountain Parkway with the Daniel
Boone Parkway.
—HB 677, which raises the state coal
severance tax from 4 per cent per ton to
4.5 per cent and raises the minimum
tax per ton from 30 to 50 cents. The
measure also prohibits local govern-
ments from levying any other tax on the
severance, processing, sale, use,
transportation or other handling of coal
in Kentucky.
—HB eV, which establishes an
energy road fund for construction and
maintenance of roads in coal producing
counties. Fiscal courts would have the
responsibility for recommending




Murray City Police reported
recovering a stolen automobile shortly
after it was reported stolen this mor-
ning, according to department records.
Officers said the car was reported
stolen by Virginia Gordon, 1604 Olive,
at seven a.m. today. The car was
recovered at 8:10 a.m.
Accoridng to the investigation report,
the car had been parked in the carport
at 1604 Olive at 11 p.m. Monday, with
the keys left in the ignition. The car was
not missed until this morning.
In another investigation, a burglary
was reported by Kent Wright, 317 North
Fourth, according to police.
Officers said entry was gained by
prying open the front door. The desk
was then forced open, and $65 in
change, keys to a truck, and a bag
containing automobile papers was
stolen.
An investigation is continuing into the
incident.
••••••••••P
Receiving the top rating of superior in the Spring Choral Festival held Saturday at Murray
State University was the Murray High School Mixed Chorus, directed by Joan lowker, school
choral director. They are, left to right back row, Althia Parham, Mark Alan Vinson, Steve
Hussung Mitchell Mowery, Debbie Gadberry, Artie Petty, third row, rim Alley, Paul Clayton,
Mike KM, Lisa Winters, Donna Mueller, Karen Turner, second row, Kathy May, Karen
Jackson, Krista Russell, Donna Bailey, Cheryl Warn, Ann Clark, first row, Renee Taylor, Kelly











Associates will meet at seven
p. m. at the University Church
of Christ Annex.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7: 30 p.m.
Murray Tops Club will meet
at the Lutheran Church at
seven p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Two student directed one
act plays will be at the MS
University Theatre at eight
p.m. with admission, 50 cents
-or by season ticket.
Faculty recital of Carl
Rogers, bass and baritone,
will be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by Howard
• and Helga Keller.
Tuesday, March 9
• Women's Softball
.4380CiatiOn will meet at City
:Hall at seven p.m. to orga.lize
iearns for the summer.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at seven
p.m.
Wednesday, March IS
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Lovine
Carter at 1:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at
8:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Regina Haggett at 9:30 a. m.,
Harris Grove with Mrs. Joe
Janecek, South Murray with
Mrs. James Parker, 1629
Catalina, and Pottertown at
Holiday Inn, all at ten a. m.,
South Pleasant Grove with
Jackie Butterworth and New
Concord with Mrs. Louise
Patterson at one p. m.
Community Center on North
id Street will open at one p.
m. for senior citizens with a
program on ''Eye Care."
Ladies day luncheon with
Mrs. Charles Hoke as
chairman will be served at
noon at the Murray Country
Club. Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr.,
and Mrs. Edward Watson are
hostesses for the 9:30 a. m.
bridge session.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Yancey Watkins, 803 North
20th, Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Z.
C. Enix, Kingswood Drive,




Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. A. M. Thomas,
803 ShaWa Circle, at 2:30 p. m_
Thursday, March 11
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. A.
M. and Murray Council No. 50
R. 61 S. M. will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
NOW is scheduled to meet at
United Campus Ministry at
7:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the home of -
Clara Jean Paschall.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church V/MU will meet at 1:90
p.m. at church.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet with Ruby Futrell at
1:30p.m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at nine a.m.
at the church.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at one p.m.
New Concord-Hamlin Senior
Citizens Group will meet at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ruth Ferguson.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
Danny Patterson to speak on
"Crime Prevention" at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, table
games at one p.m., and
transportation provided for
persons to go to Circuit Court
Clerk's office for ID card.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Thursday, March 11
Joint junior recital of
Katharine E. Mason, Murray,
viola, and Julie Skaggs,
Owensboro, clarinet, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Friday, March 12
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Charles Humphrey at
1:30 p.m.
Faculty recital of Thomas
Baker, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, MSU.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Lecta
Fulkerson at 1:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at one p.m.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at nine a.m.
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The regular meeting of the
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi was held in
the home of Mrs. Sue Brandon
at seven p.m. on Feb. 26.
Prior to the start of the
meeting, the Ritual of Jewels
was held for Mrs. Alice Rouse
and Mrs. Mary Roseman.
Mrs. Sue Brandon was in
charge of the program entitled
"A Woman Speaks." She gave
examples of women in history
that influenced the lives of
today's women.
The chapter voted in favor
of giving $10 to the endowment
fund. The service committee
reported they have given
*No,
ts440/0A4-#




Mr. And Mrs. Robert Jack Wagar
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jack
Wagar were honored with a
surprise party in honor of
their 25th wedding an-
niversary on Saturday,
February 7, at the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority room on
the campus of Murray State
University,
The couple entered the room
to the strains of the "Wedding
March" played by Miss
Deborah Tabers. The
hostesses, Mrs. Rebecca
Cunningham and Miss Jane
Wager, presented Mrs. Wagar
with a white corsage of ladioli
trimmed in silver. Mr. Wager




covered with a white lace
cloth. Centering the table was
a large silver vase filled with
an arrangement of white
gladioli and daisies.
The cake, decorated with
white roses, silver petals, and
wedding rings, was topped
with a silver ornament
outlined in the figure, "25." A
large crystal punch bowl
completed the table. Mints




served from silver and crystal
compotes. Coffee was served
from silver appointments.
Twenty-eight friends and
relatives were present to
share in the special occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Wagar were
married February 5, 1951. She
is the former Betty Bar-
nreuther, daughter of Mrs.
John H. Barnreuther and the
late Mr. Barnreuther of
Paducah. She has one sister,
Mrs. Ronald Detrick of
Buffalo, N. Y. Mr. Wager, son
of Mrs. Russell Wolfe of
Paducah and Murl Frank
Wagar of Benton, has one
brother, Murl Frank Wagar,
Jr., of Paducah.
The couple has two
daughters, Mrs. Randj,
Rebecca) Cunningham and
Miss Jane Wagar, and one
grandson, Mickey Hill, all of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Wager,
natives of Paducah, moved to
Murray in 1965. Mr. Wagar is
employed as an electrician for
construction, and Mrs. Wagar
is a special education teacher
at Murray Middle School.
They are active members of




Mr. and Mrs. Dale Guthrie,
118 Fielder Drive, Salem,
Illinois are parents of their
first child, a son, born
February 23rd in Salem
Memorial Hospital. He
weighed eight pounds, and has
been named Jason Dale.
The mother is the former
Rebecca Sturgell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Sturgell
of Paris, Illinois. The father
graduated from Murray High
School and Murray State
University and is now em-
ployed as Media Director at
Salem Community High
School in Salem, Ill.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Guthrie of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Sturgell and Mrs. Herschel
Brown all of Paris, Tenn., and






of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph White,
of Murray, is among 61 new
students enrolled at Camp-
bellsville College for the
spring semester.
Campbellsville is a Baptist
affiliated senior college.
Marilyn is a freshman
planning to major in social
work there.
•.". •
SPRING-SUMMER 1976—Short Length Styles—Asymmetry in hairfashion recalls wave
Ines that enhance the facial structure. Hair freedom for Spring-Summer 1976 is ex-
pressed by the 64,000 member National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association
through bias wave lines designed for the individual face. The form can be smoothed,
curled or waved for a fresh, new look. Hair combs will be important for Swing-
Summer.
Bride-elect, Nikki Charlton,
Honored At Prenuptial Events
Miss Nikki Charlton, bride-
elect of Ronnie Goode was the
inspiration of a lovely,:
household shower Monday
evening Feb. 16. Mrs.
Margaret Middleton and Mrs.
Janice Middleton were
hostesses at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Middleton.
The bride-elect arrived
wearing an attractive pantsuit
and was presented a corsage
of pink carnations tipped in
burgandy from the hostesses.
The colors carried out at the
party were burgandy and
white, her chosen wedding
colors.
All gathered around to see
Nikki open her beautiful gifts
before being invited to the
dining room.
The serving table was
beautifully decorated with her
chosen colors. Tuna balls,
nuts, mints, punch and





Lavona Key and her finace's
mother Mrs. Kenneth Goode
of Murray.
On Feb. 18, Miss Charlton
Bet, was honored with a dinner at
the Colonial House at Murray
given by the employes of





scriptions to the Hospital
Library.
Mrs. Tricta Nesbitt reported
the chapter is planning a
bazaar in May. The chapter
voted to purchase a camera
and a committee was ap-
pointed to investigate the
purchase.
The next meeting of the
group will be held Thursday,
March 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Dortha Stub-
blefield.
Following the program,
refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Sue Bran-
don.
Misses KU-young Cho, and
Mena Chung, from Korea will
be speaking and singing
Thursday morning, March 11
at nine a.m. at First Baptist
Church, Murray:
These two Korean ladies are
students of Mid Continent
Baptist Bible College,
Mayfield. This program is in
conjunction with the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions
being observed throughout the
southland by Southern Bap-
tists.
SUBSCRIPTIONS DONATED—The Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta 5Ign/4 Phi recen-tly donated several magazine subscriptions to the library of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Presenting the subscriptions to hospital librarian, Frances Myers,
second left are chapter members, lanella Fox, Jackie Morris and Linda Fain_
stair Photo bv Mice Rouse
For this occasion the
honoree wore a tan two-pieced
gabardine ensemble. She was
presented with pieces from
her chosen crystal and china.
Her honored guest were her
father and mother Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Charlton and her




The Flint Baptist Church
Women held its book study for




taught the book, "Tomorrow
Starts Today," and assisted
by Ruth Ann Hooks, Judy
Kaufman, Diane Beale,
Paulette Miller, Martha
Beale, and Kathy Bailey.
The Baptist Women are
meeting this week at the
church for programs for the
week of prayer for home




Mrs. Joe Bowden of Kirksey
Route One has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. William Page of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Leonard Morris of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Michael Morton Honored At
Shower Held At Lovins' Home
Mrs. Michael (Paula)
Morton was the honoree at a
delightfully planned baby
shower held on Friday, March
5, at seven p.m, at the home of
Mrs. Michael Lovins, 1410
Dudley Drive.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Lovins, Mrs. James
Gallimore, Mrs. Raiford
Lovins, Mrs. Jeanne Mathis,
and Mrs. Gutherie Grogan.
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of handmade
miscellaneous baby items
made by Estelle Grogan.
Brian and Trish Mathis
assisted the honoree in
opening and passing the gifts.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, and nuts were served
at the table overlaid with a
lace cloth and adorned with
candles. Pastels was used in
the color scheme.
The register was kept by
Theresa Gallimore. Lori
Lovins, and Vicki Gallimore.
Game winners were Lori
Lovins and Mrs. Mickie
Morton.
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self confidence. Men who
add these abilities to their job
skills can earn high priority
for promotions.
You are invited to attend
the actual "First Session"
TOnite-Tuesday 6:45 pm
Room 206 at Murray State
University Steam.
Presented by locityear Forum
Ac.1
C 0/101. MIMI PENT
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By Abigail Van Buren
rt 1574 Sp Olotelp intweb-P/ 7 *PPS Spiel Inc
DEAR ABBY: What protection does a hospital patient
have from nosy hospital personnel who divulge a patient's
confidential information to their friends?
I live next door to a gossip monger whose sister-in-law
has access to medical records at a local hospital.
Recently I was a surgical patient there, and I purposely
did not disclose the nature of my surgery to anyone
excepting my immediate family. This neighbor admitted
learning the specific details of my case from her
sister-in-law, whom I've never even met. When I told this
neighbor that I resented the invasion of privacy, and that
medical case histories were supposed to be confidential, she
ridiculed me for being so "secretive."
How does a person deal with such an obvious invasion of
privacy? Or has this become so commonplace that it is now
legal and socially acceptable?
INFURIATED
DEAR INFURIATED: I hope that publication of this
letter will cause hospital administrators to impress upon
their employees and volunteers that all patients have a right
to privacy, and violation of confidentialities should be
grounds for immediate dismissal!
DEAR ABBY: Out of the blue, for no reason whatsoever,
my husband decided to destroy all of our credit cards! He
could just as easily have put them away to be used only in
case of emergency, such as unexpected expenses.
I work just as my husband does, and I pay my share of
the bills, so I think I should have had a say in this matter.
But he just made up his mind and destroyed all our credit
cards.
What should I do?
UPSET IN TEXAS
DEAR UPSET: Since you are employed, you can have
credit cards issued in your name! The Equal Opportunity
Act (passed in October 1975) gives you that right.
DEAR ABBY: How can I get my 15-year-old son to
respect me? 1-lis daddy has taught him to cut me down. (My
son has been taught by my husband that Daddy never
makes a mistake or never does anything wrong. But he sits
on his bucket and never lifts a finger to help me with the
housework even though I am crippled with rheumatoid
arthritis.)
My doctor refuses to get involved in family affairs. When
I asked him to please say a few words to my husband for my
health's sake, he said, "I am a physician. not .a referee."
Our preacher is very young and says that he's had no
training in marriage counseling so he can't help me.
Besides, he won't even talk to people who do not tithe, and
my husband is one of them.
Don't send us on a goose chase for counseling. This
bull-headed husband of mine refuses to talk to anybody
about his personal affairs. All he wants to do is yell at me.
Please help me because my son is getting to be just like
his daddy. Divorce is out. He's got his good points.
NERVOUS WRECK
DEAR WRECK: Sorry, but counseling is my recommen-
dation. And if you can't get your husband to go, go alone
You need to learn how to cope with a bull-headed husband.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Elnirerly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 1211s) envelope
Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Thelmer Rudolph
Mr. and Mrs. Thelmer Rudolph of 713 Sycamore Street,
Murray, will celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary on
Sunday, March 14, with a reception at the Palestine United
Methodist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to 4:30 p.m. Only out of town invitations are being sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph were married March 15, 1926, at
Paris, Tenn., by Justice of the Peace Irvan. They were at-
tended by Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Rudolph and Emily Lee
(deceased).
The celebration is being hosted by their daughter, Mrs. Wen-
dell (Kathleen) Herndon of Murray, and their three sons,
Eugene and Robert Rudolph of Murray and Larry Rudolph of




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARLES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Personal matters may be
troubling you. Review them
calmly, completely. Perhaps
you are overemphasizing
certain angles. There is no real
need for anxiety.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Excellent Venus influences!
Get into the spirit of things and




f May n to June 21 )
You may be indecisive now,
not knowing which way to turn,
but don't wait for "inspiration"
to help you. Get going and let
past procedures guide you.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) €100
Tendencies toward im-
pulsiveness continue. Make no
hasty judgments and don't
jump to unwarranted con-
clusions or you could make
serious errors.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) afigt
You now have a chance to
capitalize on some of your finest
gifts, two being adaptability
and a spirit of enterprise. But
keep reins in check. Don't be
overly aggressive.
'VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘ii
You are always ambitious,
and this day will open new areas
in which to profit by your know-
how. Results may not be im-
mediate, however, so be
patient.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A generally good outlook. But
tackle all "musts" before un-
dertaking new activities -
many of which promise to be
unusually attractive.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A better day and better
possibilities than may seem
apparent at first. Planetary
influences should stimulate





SAGITTARIUS "IF1. Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
A good period for revitalizing
all projects, for capitalizing on
unusual ideas and revamping
outdated methods Many hidden
benefits awaiting you.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
Don't reject suggestions
without giving them thorough
consider`ation. You may over-




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
In whatever you do or say,
emphasize your most charming
manner, which can outwit
competition, help prevent
friction. News of interest in-
dicated.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Cr
Even if hours are short and
there is much to be ac-
complished, make time for
efficient planning. A good
period for revitalizing all in-
terests.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
gregarious person, extremely
tolerant of your fellowman and
always ready with a helping
hand when needed. You are
innately practical and thrifty,
but are not penurious when it
comes to spending for things
that have real value. Pisceans
can attain great heights, once
they have found their true niche
in life, and many xre numbered
among our prominent business
executives and leaders in other
fields — notably in science, art,
poetry, education and
literature. Birthdate of: Dudley
Buck, Amer composer.
ENCOURAGE MOTHERS
If mothers get discouraged
sometimes, they should stop
and realize how important
their job really is. Sure, the
family takes a lot of meals for
granted. But the fact remains.
it is usually mother's planning
that makes for a healthy, well-
nourished family. So take
pride in the fact that your
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The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met for its regular meeting at
the club house on March 2, at
7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Ronald Churchill gave
a most interesting and ap-
propriate meditation entitled,
Dr. Alice Koenecke
"The School Of Life."
The program chairman,
Mrs. Henry Warren, in-
troduced Dr. Alice Koenecke,
who spoke on, "Problems
Facing The American Family.
Can It Survive"?




within the family, and that the
demands of modern society
have left little time for the
family to be together and to
become a closely knit unit.
When the family fails to
provide personal security and
refuge to all of its members -
when it fails to teach qualities
of love, loyalty, discipline,
responsibility, and obligation,
it weakens the chance of the
family becoming an enduring
and lasting relationship.
She also stated, that, if the
family is to survive in a
meaningful way, it must be a
carrier of values. Values are
what life, growing up, love,
and marriage is all about.
Other institutions may help,
but only life knowledge
produces competence in living
and that is generated from the
family.
for reports from the various
committees. A donation was
made to CARE, and names
were presented for mem-
bership. Mrs. Strohecker
thanked the ladies who served
as hostesses for the Christmas
program.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses, Mrs. Charles
Mercer, Mrs. Stanford
Andrus, Mrs. Graves Hendon,
Mrs. Raymond Dixon, and
Mrs. R. H. Thurman.
For Picture Wall,
Try Natural Wood
The desirability of a gallery
wall increases in many homes as
the collection of art work and
family photographs grows.
Such a wall should be a
neutral, but warm color, and
textured but patternless. A
tayorite choice of decorators is
flush-joint, I x4-inch western
wood paneling.
Picture arranging is quite
flexible, as hangers set into the
tight joints between boards can
be removed and relocated, leav-
ing only barely discernible
marks.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles B. Hale of Murray




Union Meets, Dees Bank, Hazel
Hazel Woman's Christian
Temperance Union ( WCTU )
held its regular meeting at
Dee's Bank of Hazel on
Saturday, February 28.
The theme was "New
Horizons in Human Con-
cerns." Bertha Hines gave an
inspirational devotional on
"Faith in our Fellowmen"
from Rom. 12:1-21, followed
by prayer.
Special emphasis was given
to Frances Willard's life and
great contributions to cause of
women's rights and protection
of homes from the liquor
traffic through WCTU work in
the nation and the world.
Bulah Cain and Nina Craig
presented thoughts from song,
"Frances Willard, We March"
and facts about her as an
individualist and great leader
in temperance and some
thirty-eight Home Protection
activities in the nation.
Velda Reynolds spoke on
"New Horizons in
Legislation" and stressed the
many things one can do.
Reports were given of
writing legislators, and of
more than $17 invested ( by our
WCTU and members) in
magazines, booklets, and
leaflets to the Public Library
Calloway County for use and
distribution.
The groups planned to ob-
serve Feb. 29 as "Safety
Sunday." Each month this
year the group is stressing
safety for drivers. This month
special stress was for ob-
servance of speed limit, and
watching for - signs and
signals.
Plans were made for
organization of LTL (Loyal
Temperance Legions) for the
children and rrc youth
Temperance Council) for the
youth this month.
Delicious cookies and fruit
drink were served by Mrs.
Bradie White, hostess.
WCTU invites men and
women to come and be a part
of a work which pledges to do
all we can to protect our
homes, inform and educate
our children and youth of the
dangers of alcoholic and other
drugs," said Lorene Clayton.
Persons may call Mrs. Bulah
Cain 753-5996 or Miss Clayton
492-8480 for information.
-
HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
AND STILL SAVE MONEY ...





3 MIX AND MATCH MEALS
THAT FEED 4 FOR $5,45
How's that, lovers of big meals at srnall prices?
Long John Saver's anncunces three different deli-
cious ways to feed at least four hungry people, each
at the same low price
Here theV are Long John Silver's rvel.vBig Catch
Combinations
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Think 01 it Nth threeBig Catch choices. you
don't have to contend with anybody saying "I don't
feel like eating this, or I don't feel like eating the-
Because now everybody can eat this or that Or both
And after you finish eating, the kids can stal have
fun The Big Catch carry home package is a colorful
treasure chest kids can use over and over to store their
own treasures - like the tree pirate souvenirs they
get every time they come into Long John Saver's
Long John Saver'sBigCatchCombinations Never
has one restaurant offered
so many so much
iorsolide
`Long Yohn Silver
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Soaring Like An Eagle
In His Home-Made Airplane
The column of a few weeks ago about
Don Story and his 29-year-old airplane
has spawned another modern-day Red
Baron. This fellow, however, built his
own plane. It cost him a total of $1,500 to
do it, and he even has nerve enough to
fly it.
. He's Mike Kenney, a relatively new
faculty member in the Department of
Instruction and Learning at Murray
State. Mike has been "in love with
flying" since he was a small boy in San
Diego, Calif. "I used to ride my bicycle
to a small, country airport to wash
planes in exchange for free rides," he
said the other day, stroking his thick
Mustache.
On a pretty day, it's a good bet one of
the little planes buzzing about overhead
will be his parasol-type Baby Ace
Monoplane with "N3584" in big letters
arid figures on the side of the open cock-
pit fuselage.
:The fellow in the cockpit in the old
leather helmet, goggles and a scarf
streaming in the prop wash will be
Mike. The plane is a single seater.
There is only room for the pilot.
Frequently, Mike, Don Story ..,and
Johnny Parker, another local 'frying
enthosiast, will fly around West Ken-
tacky in a three-plane formation,
communicating only with hand signals.
Not one of them has a radio.
++++++
Mike, who reminds you of a young
Mark Twain with his long hair and
heavy mustache, has been around
0° airplanes all his life. He loves them and
loves to talk about them. As soon as he
was old enough, he got a job with the big
Convair plant in San Diego as a tool and
die maker. During World War II,
Convair built B-24 bombers and flying
boats. It also made a lot of twin-engine
planes used by the commercial air-
lines.
He was with Convair while he earned
his undergraduate degree at San Diego
State. He also found time to take
private flying lessons and has since
piled up something like 500 hours of solo
time.
10 Years Aio
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
yesterday approved the construction of
a new jail for the county contingent on a
proper method of financing the venture.
' Deaths reported include Hubert A.
Suddeth, father of Mrs. Don Robinson,
and Linda Kay Rogers, infant
idaughter., The Murray Lions Club heard Joseph
:Bullet, president of the Kentucky Eye
ZFoundation, and Dick Patterson,
:campaign director of the fund drive for
cthe Kentucky Lions Eye Research
!Institute, give a program on the
11,000,000 goal for the drive.
• The Murray State Rifle Teams
captured the top two places in the NRA
Sectional ( Convention) Rifle Match
'fired here last weekend.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry spoke on "The
Power of Women" at the meeting of the
Fulton Woman's Club.
20 Years Ago
Needy resident of Calloway County
drew $19,951 through the State
Department of Economic Security in
February, according to figures
released by Commissioner of Economic
Security Vego E. Barnes.
Deaths reported include Collier Hays,
age 70, and Mrs. Ada Morris, age 84.
Howie Crittenden of Murray State
College received honorable mention on
the United Press All American
Basketball Squad for 1955-56.
Earl Scherffius, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Scherffius of Lynn Grove, has
been appointed as city manager of
Farmington, Mich.
Births reported include a girl, Paula
Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Poyner, and
a girl, Helen Ruth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Sheridan, both on February
23.
Bread, 16 oz. loaf, is advertised at ten
cents in the ad for Kroger this week.
Isn't It The Truth
Who will the Democrats finally
nominate? That's what the presidential
primaries are all about—selection of a
nominee for the god of the party; not
the good of the people, nor the good of
the nation. In perspective, the
scrambling antagonists act like a pack
of abandoned dogs fighting over a bone
that is going to stick in the winner's
throat.
Then he went to Michigan State to
earn his master's degree and later his
doctor's degree in education. Moving to
Pontiac, Mich., he began to teach social
Studies at Pontiac Central High School,
where he was for 15 years, the last few
as principal.
++++++
It was while living in Michigan that
he became interested in the
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA), an organization made up of
folks involved in home-built planes. It is
headquartered at Hale's Corner, Wisc. •
Starting with some blueprints, steel
tubing, welding equipment, and kiln-
dried spruce wood for spars and ribs la-
the wings, he set out to build a plane of
his own in the garage at his home. A
friend and a retired engineer, Roy
Brandeis, pitched in to help.
For 21/2 years they worked at night,
on weekends, holidays and every spare
moment before the plane was ready to
fly. It is powered by a four-cylinder, 65
horsepower Lyconing engine with a top
speed of about 85 miles per hour. The
engine, for which he paid $500, came off
a Piper Vagabond, which is a
production model plane of the 1940
The tank holds 17 gallons of gas. This
is consumed at about 41/2 gallons per
hour, giving Mike a flying range of
about four hours on a tank.
++++++
When he joined the Murray State
faculty last September, Mike didn't
drive to Murray like most new faculty
members do. He flew down from
Michigan in his own plane. It took him
81/2 hours to make the trip with three
stops for gas.
Since then, two or three times a week
and for "short hops during the winter
because of the chillness of the open
cockpit," Mike is up in his little plane
letting the prop wash sweep the cares of
the day from his mind. It's all he wants.
Something to fly for fun.
++++++
It all hasn't been smooth sailing for
him up there, however, as he has been
forced down a couple of times. The first
time, he was over Ontario Province in
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 9, the 69th
day of 1976. There are 297 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1862, the first Clvil
War battle between ironclad ships was
fought by the Monitor and Merrimac at
Hampton Roads, Virginia.
On this date:
In 1451, the Italian navigator for
whom America is named, Amerigo
Vespucci, was born in Florence.
In 1796, Napoleon Bonaparte married
Josephine.
In 1860, the first Japanese am-
bassador to the United States arrived in
San Francisco, accompanied by a
legation of 74 men.
In 1916, Mexicans under Pancho Villa
attacked Columbus, New Mexico,
killing 15 people.
In 1942, the Japnaese completed the
conquest of the Dutch island of Java in
World War H.
In 1961, the Dalai Lama appealed to
the United Nations to restore the in-
dependence of Tibet, which had come
under control of the Chinese Com-
munists.
Ten years ago: U.S. Defense
Department figures showed that, in
proportion to their numbers, more
blacks had been killed in Viet Nam than
military personnel of other races.
Five years ago: In Australia, John
Gorton was replaced by William
McMagon as Prime Minister after
losing a vote of confidence by the
Liberal party.
One year ago: Despite heavy enemy
shelling, U.S. cargo jets flew in more
than 600 tons of rice to the besieged
Cambodian capital of Phnom Pehn.
Today's birthdays: Composer
Samuel Barber is 66. Conductor
Thomas Schippers is 46.
Thought for today: Think wrongly, if
you please, but in all cases, think for
yourself — Gotthold Lessing, German
dramatist, 1729-1781.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General Philip
Schuyler reported in a long letter to
General George Washington that the
American military campaign in
Canada was in dire trouble.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
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Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
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Ky , 42071
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Ky 42071
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Canada when he ran into a batch of bad
weather and had to put his plane down
in an alfalfa field.
"It turned out to be a pleasant ex-
perience," he grinned. "I spent an
enjoyable afternoon with the farmer,
who wasn't at all upset because of me
landing in his alfalfa, and his family.
They are still good friends."
On another occasion, he developed
engine trouble over Michigan and
landed in a cornfield. This time the
wing had to be taken off and the plane
pulled from the field by the farmer's
tractor. This farmer wasn't as friendly
as the first, having lost a swath of corn
to the landing and the recovery
operation. -r -r
Mike is interested in forming a local
chapter of the Experimental Aircraft
Association, and anyone interested
should get in touch with him. Next
August EAA will hold its national
convention in Oshkosh, Wisc., and
hundreds of home-made and antique
planes will be there.
Mike plans to fly his plane up for the
big shindig and to exhibit it among all




Physicians mint be careful in
the use of narcotics and mint
take care not to cause addiction
ui their patients, except in severe
terminal calm However, the
valid medicinal use of narcotics
is not the prime source of addic-
tion among our citizen The
prime source is criminal
trafficking in drugs
Opium, obtained from certain
varieties of poppy plants, is the
source of most addictive drugs.
It is the crude source from which
are derived morphine, heroin,
and codeine -- the latter being
least dangerous Paregoric and
a few other products are also
made from opium.
Cocaine, used primarily as a
local anesthetic in the nose, is
derived from the coca plans
Criminal trafficking in co-
caine tithe drug's supply scarce.
Cocaine is a highly addictive
stimulant and can effect at
character deer:oration in its
victims
Cocaine abuse is on the in-
crease. Sniffing powdered co-
came is reportedly much more
common among affluent citizens.
The drug is highly irritating arid
Criminal Drug Traffic
By F.J.L Biamngame, MD
damaging to the mucous
membranes of the nose, result-
* in the destruction of this liv-
ing tissue of the nose after repe-
ated use.
The major addicting drugs
are produced outside of the
United States, and their use for
medical purposes is carefully
controlled by the government,
drug manufacturers, and health
professionals. The procedures
are such that each shipment ii
narcotics can be traced from its
entrance to its points of final use.
Criminal importation of nar-
cotics continues to be a thriving,
lucrative bunting in the United
States because the craving de-
mands of addicts keep up the
marketing and the pine.
I is unrealistic to expect the
total elimination of such traffick-
ing and drug abuse from our
society. These defects are very
costly and result in crime. acci-
dents, and impaired, ineffective
lives. Research on addiction,
public education, and improved
surveillance are emential
Qr. Mm S L in her late Ws.
had one of her ovaries removed
because of a benign cyst. Sbe ma
warned about having a pre-
mature menopaine and asks for
comment
A: Removal of one ovary
seldom results in menopausal
symptoms or an early
menopause, if the remaining ov-
ary is normal. One ovary can
supply an adequate amount of
hormone and function satisfac-
torily to maintain fertility
- - -
Qs. Mrs. W. D. wants to know
the difference between satur-
ated artd polyunsaturated fats
A. A chemical difference ex-
ists between these two catego-
ries of fats and accounts for their
names. Saturated fats cannot ab-
sorb any more hydrogen and are
usually cdmmon animal fats
such as those in meats, eggs, and
totter. Examples of polyunsatur-
ated fats are from vegetables,
usually oils such as olive, corn.
cottonseed, or safflower_ The
vegetable fats are free or
cholesterol, an important chemi-
cal which, at high blood levels
encourages the thickening of ar-
terial walls.
Bible Thought
Then shall thy light break forth
. . .; the glory of the LORD shall
be thy reward. Isaiah 58:8.
How startling it is when we do
God's will! We need not expect re-
ward from others. The reward:
God's glory.
• , VOSOMSS stxissessisssatisiss-,
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Best Year In History; 1976
Predicted To Be Even Better
Retail sales in Calloway County in-
creased by $11,603,000—from
$91,164,000 in 1974 to $102,767,000 in 1975
according to the annual Business
Barometer, just released by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
The sales total for 1975 was even
better than earlier predictions which
had anticipated only $99.9 million in
sales for local businesses in 1975.
In addition to the increase in sales
reported in 1975, the barometer
projects a huge leap in sales this year to
$122,690,000, an increase of $19,923,000
over the 1975 figure
"I think without a doubt that it is the
best year in history for Calloway
County," Chamber executive secretary
James Johnson said. "It could have
been even greater by some $8 million if
we had not had the Tappan strike.
"We are forecasting that 1976 will be
the greatest year in our history,"
Johnson emphasized.
Assets of local banks and savings and
loan institutions increased by almost
$14.5 million during the past year, from
$124,444,957.19 to $138,943,747. Postal
receipts, which set a record high in 1974
of 8609,563 fell off to $605,457.
A breakdown of retail sales in the
county revealed that percentagevrise,
drug stores were the leading gainers in
1975. Sales for nine drug stores in-
creased from $1,759,000 in 1974 to
$4,299,000 in 1975, a whopping jump of
144 per cent.
Johnson attributed a portion of that
increase to a change in the method of
computing drug sales coupled with
inflation.
Eleven general merchandise stores
reported increased sales of 94.6 per
cent, up from $5,654,000 in 1974 tO,
$11,004,000 in 1975.
Eat and drink outlets also ex-
perienced a healthy increase in 1975.
The food outlets increased their sales
from $4,971,000 in 1974 to $8,111,000 in
1975, a 63.2 per cent increase.
Only one category of businesses
experienced a decline in sales from 1974
to 1975. Lumber and hardware dealers
sold $12.3 million in goods in 1974 and
only $10.3 million in 1975, a decrease of
16 per cent in sales. One contributing
factor to the decline was that only 73
building permits were issued in 1975
compared with 101 in 1974.
Johnson pointed out, however, that
the value of the construction started on
the 73 permits in 1975 is greater than
that on the 101 permits issued in 1974.
Furniture stores were the next
hardest hit on the local level. Local
furniture dealers increased sales by
only 5.9 per cent from $6,092,000 in 1974
to $6,454,000 in 1975.
Other retail categories and their
comparative sales figures are:
Food stores, up from $20,812,000 in
1974 to $25,597,000 in 1975, an increase of
23 per cent;
Auto dealers, up from $25,091,000 in
1974 to $34,320,000 in 1975 an increase of
36.8 per cent;
Gasoline dealers, up from $7,755,000
in 1974 to $8,943,000 in 1975, an increase
of 15.3 per cent;
Apparel stores, up from $3,714,000 in
1974 to $5,857,000 in 1975, an increase of
57.7 per cent.
Another significant figure in the
report shows that power conservation
practices are paying off locally, Even
though a portion of the savings can be
attributed to the strike at Tappan, the
barometer reveals that local con-
sumers used 6,863,340 fewer kilowatt
hours of electricity in 1975 than they did
in 1974 and used over 10,000,000 cubic
feet less of natural gas during the same
period.
Average annual income per
household was reported as $13,616 in
Murray and $11,760 in Calloway County.
The average for the state of Kentucky is
$15,734.
Population of Calloway County for
1975 was reported as 31,154 persons and
for the city of Murray, 16,310.
The total local tax assessment for
1975 for all of Calloway County was
reported as $283,134,569. The 1974 tax
assessment was $217,317,075.
Sewer connections increased from
4168 to 4470 in 1975, electric customers
in the Murray System were up from
5320 to 5369 and in the West Kentucky
Rural Electric System were up from
7622 to 7936.
There were 512 babies born arthe
local hospital in 1975 compared with 462
in 1974, which marked the second year
in a row that births increased locally.
Births experienced a decline beginning
in 1962 when 588 were reported locally.
The decline continued until 1973.
Also reported increased in 1975 were
vehicle registrations, up by almost
3,000 to 29,908; telephone stations, up to
15,428; and fish and wildlife receipts, up
to $72,143.50.
Fewer railroad cars shipped goods in
and out of Murray in 1975 than in years
past but this, too, was attributed to the
strike by U.A.W. Local 1068 at the
Tappan Company. In 1975, 890 loaded
railroad cars came into Murray while
2406 went out. In 1974, 1599 loaded cars
came in while 3520 were shipped out.
Wm 'hen sews wtlele,oriqindy carried is the Fib. 24 edition of The Moray
Ledger & Theses, heralds sound monarnic Mere for local hominess.
Arry basiness *et is interested in progress and an hotness in volume, needs a
wall phoned regular advertising proviso that net only lets the consomer in on
special sale items, but also tetli the coasonner Of special $ervices offered by the
firm.
A well planned advertising program with The Norm Ledger & Times will
Mate additiod velem' and mere profits for every bossiness in Calloway County
and the sarreandlag arse.
Get year share of 1976, The Biggest Tear I Wostery for Calloway Coney
Rosiness. C.entect two ef ear edivertielag representatives Wiley by calk, 753-
1919. We will help yew plum yew advertising campaign sad assist you in Halm*
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MIAMI ( AP) — Ronald
Reagan will need more than
moral victories, and soon, if




Florida is, or at least was, a
likely place for the conser-
vative challenger to start
showing the political muscle it
will take to deny the in-
cumbent Ford a chance to run
for the White House in his own
right.
And that is a key to judging
the GOP returns in today's
presidential primary. If
Reagan loses, his claims of
satisfaction will have a hollow
ring.
Reagan has lowered the
euphoric landslide target once
set by his state campaign
manager and now says that
while he hopes to win, a close
second would be good enough.
Ford says he expects to win.
"I don't think that in a close
horse race it could be a loser
for a challenger," Reagan
said. it is the same argument
he used in New Hampshire
where he lost narrowly two
Tuesdays ago.: that no one
should expect a challenger to
quickly defeat an incumbent
president who enjoys
political prestige and power of
the White House.
One flaw in that argument is
that Ford is not an elected
president, but an accidental
incumbent now striving to win




generally convinced six weeks
ago that the former C.alifornia
governor was comfortably
ahead.
With an overhaul of the Ford
organization; two campaign
trips by the President himself
and Ford's victory in three
New England primaries —
two without active opposition




from his forecast of a 2-to-1
landslide to talk of a 55 per
cent victory, then to
acknowledge that the
challenger might lose if he
didn't go on the campaign
attack against Ford. Reagan
did so, arguing all the while
that he hadn't deviated from
his pledge to speak no ill of
other Republicans.
Reagan's managers now are
talking a long struggle for the
Republican nomination. "The
final fight will be waged on the
convention floor," Reagan
said Monday. But to get there,
he will need some primary
victories as evidence that he is
a winner and potentially a
stronger candidate than Ford.
If the challenger and the
President struggle through a
succession of close primaries
and state conventions, the
odds will be heavily in Ford's
favor. It is hard to outpoint the
champicn in a bout that goes
the distance without either
contender scoring knock-
On the Democratic ballot,
Florida's is a race for position
among the three major
campaigners, Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace, Jtramy
Carter of Georgia and Sen.
Henry M. Jackson of
Washington.
Carter has been cultivating
Florida for more than a year,
and he came in hopes of a one-
on-one contest with Wallace.
He still claims he can win that
kind of a race. Now Carter
says that he will hold Wallace
below the 1972 showing and
thus deal him a major defeat.
Jackson said, "I think
Wallace right now is probably
still running No. 1." But
Jackson said that won't make
much difference in the race
for the Democratic
nomination. "I've already
stopped him where it really
counts," Jackson said, citing
his 23 per cent victory in
Massachusetts last Tuesday
This is the big one! .. Gobi*. awnolds
iiroTALE
sal ZIG-ZAG MACHINE AND
urr DECORATOR CABINET OCRAMINATION
Reg. Pries
Dependability in a machine with
17 sew-eesy features! Has built-in
blindstitch, exlcusiyely designed

















One of the best
selections in the area.
Singer Sewing
Center
reerwee imago alma 1.•
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-5323
Purex heavy-duty concentrated
detergent in 64-11 oz bottles.
Central Shopping Center with fantastic savings for everyone
Prices Good Wed.-Sat.
Three popular styles of 100% cotton. . .
_Ladies' Brushed Denim Jeans in three
popular styles. All styles of 100% cotton faded







Beautifully designed Stone ware mugs
In four styles and assorted doors.
CHOCOLATE CANDIES
Your choice of 1%-oz M PA
Plain or Peanut, 1-11 /16-oz. ROSES
Motliy Way bars, 1-9/16-oz SPECIAL 
11F)1
Simcicers , ira or 1-13/18-
oz 3 Musitetaera bars AN PRICENet wts
Handsome selection . .
MEN'S SPORT
SHIRTS
Men's polyester and cotton shirts. Many han-
dsome designs in sizes 14'4-17
Shop all) For A
Complete Selection Of Jewelry
To Accent Any Wardrobe.
Girls permanent press twill pants
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GOING SLATING?— It has as N Mary Asa Littleton (30) of the TIgars Is speed skating witheat
skates but actually, who's shoat to fall ea Loretto Dowdy (42) of tiro Roegh Riders. Also watch/se
are Laura Canaan (23), Vicki* Crockett (21) and Donis* limphis.
(Stuff Mottos by Niko Ilmeam)
Brewer Sets New Mile
Mark At Murray State
Martyn Brewer, the student,
wants to be like Bill Cornell,
the teacher. - - •
Brewer, the standout
sophomore Englishman on the
Murray State track team,
biLstered the indoor track at
Charleston, Ill., over the
weekend to record a 4:09.7 in
the mile for a new MSU indoor
record in the event.
Brewer, who grew up in the
same town as did Cornell, is
closing in on his goal. When
Cornell was a sophomore star
at Southern Illinois Univer-
sity, he recorded a 4:00.5 mile
Earlier that season, his indoor
mile time was a 4:09.5.
So at his present pace,
Brewer feels he is just slightly
behind Cornell. And already,
Brewer is thinking about the
possibility of breaking the
four-minute barrier for this
/ear-
"He had a goal set for 4:05
for the outdoor season,"
Cornell said.
"But right now, he thinks he
might have a shot at breaking
. the four-minute mark,"
Cornell added.
The 4:09.7 broke the old
mark of 4:09.9 held by Jim
Krejci.
Also in the same event,
sophomore Englishman Brian
Rutter recorded a personal
best indoor mile time of 4:12.7.
The mile, along with two
performs/ices from Cuthbert
Jacobs, we about all Murray
14155 YOUR PAPER?
Saba:risers who ham tat
received thar boaso-dolfreorod
copy of Illo *env Latta 4.
Timms by 5:30 p. Matiolay-
Fridey
.
 or by 3:30 p. so
Saturdays ors urged to cal
753-1916 Wham 5:30 p.
awl 6 p. a., tioarlay-Fridere,
or 3:30 p. a. lad 4 p. os.
Saturdays, to awe dolivery
oi the mwspapor. Gals mat
In paced by Sp. a. ~b.
days or 4 p. Satordays to
parartm dolloory.
had to be pleased about.
Eastern Illinois won the
triangular meet with 74 points
while SIU-Carbondale was
second with 68 and Murray a
far-distant third with only 28.\
Jacobs recorded a 48.9 in the
440-yard dash and won by .6
second. In third place was
sophomore Nigerian Sylvester
Onyekwe who recorded a 50.2.
Jacobs' other win was in the
300-yard dash where he had a
31.0 and tied the field house
record at Charleston.
In other events, Stanford
"Little Joe" Patrick was third
in the 600-yard dash with a 6.3,
Patrnore Chatham was third
in the triple jump with a 50-0
and Lester Flax was third in
the 600-yard dash with a
1:12.9.
Fourth places included a 23-
4 by Chatham in the long
Whip Symsonia 49-30, Meet St. Mary Thursday
Tiger Girls Win First
Round Regional Contest
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Dale Ray has always had a
philosophy of coaching and it
usually works well for his
Hickman County Falcons. It is
simple: If Hickman County is
within 10 points going into the
last quarter, they'll either
beat you or give you one heck
of a run for the money, says
Ray.
Jane Fitch hasn't been
talking about it but the same
thing is happening for the
Murray High girls' basketball
team. The late-starting Tigers
hopped all over Symsonia in
the final period Monday night
to run past the Rough Riders
49-30 in the first round of the
First Region Tournament at
Mayfield.
It's more psychology than
anything else. You get the
reputation as being a fourth-
quarter club and people start
waiting for you to explode.
And when they are waiting,
they begin to make silly
mistakes and let you do just
that.
It's hard to say if it was a
F -Case of Murray High playing
bad, Symsonia playing well or
just both teams having the
jitters but regardless, it was a
very poor game from a
junii, a'78 by-lrom Potter in
the 60-yard high hurdles and a
personal best of 2:14.3 by
Brewer in the 1,000-yard run.
The meet closes the indoor
track season for the Racers.
Friday night, Jacobs will
represent MSU in the NCAA
Indoor Championships in Cobo
Hall in Detroit. Jacobs, who
should be one of the tap
sprinters in the nation, must
qualify Friday afternoon for
the finals.
The eight fastest time trials
will be placed into the finals,
which will be held at 9 p. m.
Friday. Murray has not had a
national champion since
Tommie "T-Bird" Turner.
The first outdoor, meet will
be at 3 p. m. March 18 as
Toledo will be at Stewart
Stadium.
spectator's point of
view.. until the last half.
"I think it was because they
started out playing so slow on
offense," Coach Fitch said.
"We like to play a little bit
faster than that and when you
have to sit back and wait on
defense, it sort of slows your
game down."
To say Murray struggled
through the first half would be
to say green persimmons are
just a little sour.
At halftime, Murray led just
17-13 and then early in the
third period, trouble came.
Tammy Boone got her fourth
foul, Mary Ann Littleton got
her fourth foul and suddenly,
there was doubt as far as the
outcome of the game was
concerned.
One of the biggest plays of
the game came at the 43-
second mark of the third
frame with the Tigers holding
a slim 27-23 lead. Senior guard
Cindy Jetton went in for a
fastbreak and hit the basket
and was fouled. She also hit
her free throw and the Tigers
were able to carry a 30-23 lead
into the final period.
Then only a minute into the
fourth frame, junior center
Denise Bumph's got her fourth
foul and Littleton and Boone
were still on the bench.
With just over five and one-
half minutes left in the game,
the Tigers led only 30-27.
Ent LT Littleton and Boone.
"Our reserves did well but
when we put Littleton and
Boone back in the lineup, they
made things happen for us,"
Coach Fitch said.
Bumphis hit a layup, with an
assist from Boone, then Boone
scored on a fastbreak and the
Tigers led 34-27 with 4:44 left
in the game. Symsonia hit a
basket and trimmed the lead
to five before the Tigers
decided to explode.
Marlene Farrell hit a short
jumper, Bumphis hit on a
rebound shot, and Boone hit
two consecutive layups and
with less than two minutes left
in the contest, the Tigers led
42-29.
Boone finished with 16
points to pace the Tiger
scoring attack while Bumphis
added 14, 12 of which came in
the second half. Littleton just
missed twin figures as she
added eight.
Murray had a 34-20
rebounding advantage with
Boone and Bumphis each
grabbing off 11.
Symsonia ends its season at
6-9 while the Tigers improve
their season mark to 16-3.
Virginia Moves Into Top 20
For First Time This Season
By The Associated Press
North Carolina, Maryland
and North Carolina State felt
Virginia's sting again Mon-
day.
The surprising Cavaliers
knocked off those three
college baskethall
powerhouses in capturing the
Atlantic Coast Conference
playoffs last week and vaulted
into (a) the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association Tournament and
( b) The Associated Press Top
Twenty, where they gained
the No. 13 spot in this week's
nationwide poll of sports





season has come to an end in
Kentucky, but that doesn't
mean that teams representing
the state will stop playing.
Beginning tonight, a
"second season" begins for






Kentucky State, opens play
tonight in the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics Tournament at
Kansas City. The Bears,
seeded fifth in the 32-team
field with a 26-4 record, meet
Alabama-Huntsville.
On Saturday, Kentucky, 16-
10, meets Niagara in the
opening game of the 36th
PREPARE INFANT
FORMULAS CAREFULLY!
An over-concentrated infant formula can hay,
serious consequences according to some recently
documented case histories. Boiled skint milk,
improperly diluted powdered or evaporated milk and
dry formulas not properly diluted can put a heavy toed
on an as vet immature kidney, jeopardise the infants
water balance and make it runerableto development
of dehydration and renal failure.
We would like to caution •n mothers buying infant
formulas to be aware of the need for proper dilution
and to be swore of the dangers of preparing "rich.'
formula mixtures.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Mrs Per Week










nament. The Wildcats earned
the bid with a season-closing
six-game winning streak
which included a pulsating 90-
85 upset of Alabama on
national television last
Saturday.
Louisville, which missed out
on a bid to the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association Tournament, will
join Kentucky in the NIT field.
Louisville, 20-7, drew a first
round bye and will meet the
winner of Saturday's North
Carolina A&T-Providence
game in a Tuesday quar-
terfinal match.
Louisville missed its chance
for a spot in the NCAA field
when the Cardinals were
beaten 87-76 by Memphis State
in last week's Metro-6 Con-
ference tournament in
Louisville.
The acceptance of MT bids
by both Kentucky and
Louisville brings up the
possibility of a match between
the two traditional basketball
powers. The schools haven't
met on a basketball court
since 1959, when Louisville
defeated Kentucky 76-61 in an
NCAA Mideast Regional game
In Louisville.
Both teams advanced to the
NCAA's final round last year
and could have met for the
national championship.
Kentucky won its semifinal
game, but Louisville dropped
a 76-75 decision to UCLA in the
other semifinal.
The two clubs could meet in
the NIT semifinals March 18,
but Kentucky would have to
defeat Niagara and Kansas
State while Louisville would
have to win Its first game.
Meanwhile, Ohio Valley
Conference champion
Western Kentucky is gearing
up for its Saturday match with
second-ranked Marquette hi a
first-round game in the
NCAA's Mideast Regional.
Western takes a 20-8 record
into the contest. Marquette is
25-1 and has won 21 con-
secutive games since a 77-73
overtime loss to Minnesota.
Western Kentucky Coach
Jim Richards admits that his
team enters the game a
tremendous underdog, but
adds that "stranger things
have happened."
GOLF
ORLANDO, Fla. — Hale
Irwin psi-red the sixth hole of
a sudden death playoff to
defeat Kermit Zarley and take
the title and the $40,000 first




dropped from fourth to fifth,
Maryland fell from ninth to
12th and North Carolina State,
ranked 17th, tumbled out of
the ratings.
Indiana, Marquette and
Rutgers held onto the top
three spots. The Hoosiers, 27-
0, collected 51 of 54 first-place
votes and 1,012 points.
Marquette, 24-1 as of Sunday,
when the voting period ended,
got one first-place vote and 898
points. And Rutgers, 28-0,
picked up one first-place
ballot and 767 points.
Nevada-Las Vegas, 28-1,
slipped past North Carolina
into the No. 4 spot with 574
points, including the other
first-place ballot. The fifth-
place Tar Heels, 25-3, got 530
points.
UCLA, 23-4, moved up one
place to sixth with 489 points.
Notre Dame, 22-5, was up one
to seventh with 418 points.
Alabama, 21-4 after being
upset by Kentucky, dropped
two places to eighth with 353
points and Southeast Con-
ference rival Tennessee, 21-5,
advanced from 12th to ninth
with 252 points. Big Eight
champion Missouri, 24-4,
Jumped from 15th to 10th with
190 points.
Washington, 22-5, was down
from 10th to 11th, followed by
Maryland, 22-6; Virginia, 18-
11; Michigan, 21-6, and Cin-
cinnati, 23-5; Western
Michigan, 24-2; St. John's,
N.Y., 23-5; Arizona, 22-8;
Roy Skinner Announces
Retirement At Vandy
LEXINGTON, Ky. CAP) —
The surprise resignation of
Vanderbilt basketball coach
Roy Skinner Late Monday left
one of his staunchest rivals at
a loss for words.
"Is that right?" said
shocked Kentucky Coach Joe
Hall. "That's unbelievable,"
Hall reflected on Skinner's
statement that the pressure of
coaching led to his
resignation, and said that
"there's going to be a lot of
them go." "Just
look at all the coaches now
who are under abnormal
pressure, riot only the ones
who are losing, but guys like
Gene Bartow (UCLA) and
Bobby Knight ( Indiana )."
Hall said that fans and
alumni demand winning
records and "once you get
winning, then you have to winbeg."
Kentucky has won just three
of eight games against
Skinner's teams since Hall
took over the Kentucky
coaching duties in 1772, and
Hall points to that series as an
indication that Skinner "was a
fine coach."
"What does it do to the
coaching profession to lose a
guy like Skinner?" Hall asked:
"He's a class person. I en-
joyed coaching against him.
He was good for the
Southeastern Conference, he
was level headed in all in-
stances ... I just think he did a
fine job and I hate to see him
leave."
Good Luck Charm?
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
Adolph Rupp's ability to win
games as Kentucky's
basketball coach goes
unquestioned: he won 879
games and four national
championships in 42 seasons
at the helm of the Wildcats.
It now appears that Rupp
the bench-sitter may be just as
victory prone.
Rupp's successor, Joe Hall.
invited The Baron to sit on the
Wildcat bench during last
Saturday's nationally telecast
game with Alabama. Ken-
tucky up:met the 6th ranked
Crimson Tide 90-85.
Texas Tech, 24-5, and
Centenary, 23-5.
Virginia, Arizona and Texas
Tech were not ranked last
week. Florida State and Texas
A&M joined North Carolina
State as Top Twenty dropouts
this time around.
Eighteen of the AP's Top 20
will be competing in the NCAA
championships. The only two
not to make the post-season
tournament are Maryland,
knocked out in the ACC
playoffs, and Centenary,
which is on probation.
The final AP poll will come
next week after the first round
of the NCAA regionals.
Cubs Call Games
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. ( AP)
— The Chicago Cubs have
announced the cancellation of
two spring training games
originally scheduled for next
week.
A spokesman for the
National League baseball club
said Monday that the team has
postponed its March 12 game
with Milwaukee and its March
14 encounter with Cleveland.
The spokesman said the
action was taken in com-
pliance with the Player
Relation Committee's
recommendation that spring
training games be canceled at
least seven days in advance of
the scheduled date.
In other first round games
played Monday, Paducah
Tilghman stunned previously
unbeaten Carlisle County 69-
64, Sedalia walloped Marshall
County 57-42 and St. Mary
fought off stubborn Fulton
County 50-41.
The first semifinal game of
the girls' Regional will be at 7
p.m. Thursday at the Mayfield
Sports Arena when Tilghman
meets Sedalia.
Last year in the same
tourney, Tilghman knocked
off the previously unbeaten
Lions and went on to win the
tourney title.
The second game will begin
at approximately 8:45 p.m.
and will find the Tigers
meeting St. Mary. In a game
during the first week of the
season, Murray defeated St.
Mary by two points in over-
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7 10 13 19-49
TRYING FON A FOIE? — Although she probably wasn't trying
to palm Marrarr's Tammy Boom (32) I the aye, Syarsoisio's
%Oath lams doss got close with her thumb as she was
whittled for a foal ea this ploy.
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.
Car.j.k, • ..".!N A.-po ̀
NI1V4eatllec Criatter
Pacf ̀ It Yev'ta
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seed money
On a farm it takes money to make
money. Nobody knows that better than
we do because we've been helping
farmers with customized farm loans for
years If you're a farmer planning the
future, see us first. You'll get a new
point of view on how helpful a bank
can be.
E OP LE SO/BANK
MURRAY
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Predictions For Region Tourney
You have to be crazy to try and predict outcomes of high
school games, especially when a trip to Freedom Hall is at
stake.
But since I'm sitting in the corner and wearing my dun-
ce cap today, I'll admit to being crazy and so we sheik
proceed to see who will win the first round games of the
First Region Tournament and why they will win.
Tonight's first contest will begin at 7 p.m. in the NISU
Sports Arena and will find Murray High playing Lone
Oak.
Lone Oak will bring a 12-12 record into the contest while
the Tigers are 16-5. The Purple Flash can beat Murray
High. The Tiger ballplayers better realize that fact.
But Lone Oak should not win. Murray, and the coaches
in the Region will back me on this, has the best bench in
the Region. Also, the Tigers have the advantage of having
played three times this season on the Sports Arena floer.
I'll take Murray High by eight points in this one.
The second game tonight will be between Mayfield and
Hickman County. Mayfield is peaking. They want nothing
else but to reach the peak tonight and hope to stay at the
top of that peak if they play against Murray High Friday.
Mayfield wants the Tigers like a starved dog wants into
the chicken pen.





I'm going to pick Mayfield to beat Hickman County
tonight. A good bet would be Mayfield by three.
The first game Wednesday night will find Calloway
meeting Tilghman. Calloway has also played three times
on the floor this season. They lost only 73-65 to tin Blue
Tornado in a tare played in February in Jeffrey Gim-
flattitiM.
The Lakers shouldn't beat Tilghman. The simple fact is
Tilghman is a better team and anyone that doesn't agree
doesn't know a whole lot about basketball.
But, surprises sometimes happen. I'll go with the better
team, Tilghman, to win but the margin will be much
closer than what everyone will expect.. .Tilghman by five.
The final first round game will begin at 8:45 p.m. Wed-
nesday and will find Fulton County playing Syinsonia.
This, without a doubt, will be the toughest one to predict.
Symsonia is 16-9 and tough. Fulton County is 16-11 and
probably a little tougher. The Pilots have the speed and
they also have better guards. Inside, they match up well in
strength.
So for the final game, I'll pick Fulton County by seven.
That simply means that according to me, Friday night
will find Murray meeting Mayfield and Tilghman meeting






NEW YORK ( AP) - Spring
is the time of optimism in the
baseball world, when there
are no losses and everybody
has a chince to have some fun
in the sun.
This season there has been
no spring, only a continuation
of winter, and the prospects
for an immediate thaw in the
situation appears about as
likely as Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn inviting Marvin MWer
to toss out the first ball of the
regular season.
If there is a first ball.
The owners and players are
so wide apart as they head into
their 26th negotiating session
today that a group of some 25
veteran players has made its
own pitch to Miller, executive
director of the Players
Association.
The players' meeting in St.
Petersburg, Fla., called at the
request of Cincinnati Reds
slugger Johnny Bench, was
for the purpose of gaining
some information.
"Maybe if we all get
together we can make more
progress on this thing," Bench
said before the 15-minute
meeting. "I want to find out
what's really going on."
Jiave to admit I am
confusied. Besides, I want to
know who's telling him
(Miller) what to ask for. The
majority of the guys down
here are leaders on their clubs
and I thought it would be a
good idea if we got together
and discussed the situation."
At the conclusion of the
session, held at Tom Seaver's
unofficial practice camp, the
players asked Seaver and Joe
Torre of the New York Mets to
ask Miller if he could set up a
meeting between the 24 player
representatives and the club
owners.
"They are concerned that
the owners are not getting
accurate reports," Miller
said. "It ( the request) was in
the vein of 'Let's see if we can
Boycott
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
Kentucky's acceptance of a
bid to the National Invitation
Tournarriiiit has officially
ended a basketball boycott
against New York.
Kentucky's last appearance
in New York was on Dec. 23,
1951, when the Wildcats edged
St. Johns 43-37. But that same
winter, some Kentucky
players were found guilty of
point-shaving during college
basketball's darkest scandal.
The state of New York, one
of the few back then that had
laws on the books forbidding
such activity, prosecuted the
players and University of
Kentucky officials voted never
to play there again.
Kentucky Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan said the decision
was revoked in 1972 because





basketball Coach Roy Skinner
resigned following his team's
84-77 overtime loss to
Alabama.
make sure there's com-
munication.'"
Miller promptly invited the
24 owners to meet with the
association's, eathitive board
Thursday in Targpa, Fla. John
J. Gaherin, the owners'
representative, said the in-
vitation would be discussed at
today's session.
Miller said the players
getting involved in the actual
negotiations was "a fine
idea," but when asked if it
would stimulate a solution to
the unproductive negotiations,
he said, "probably not, but
when you're stuck, you try
everything."
The fact that there is a 26th
bargaining session is about
the only cause for'optirnisrn in
the dispute that caused the
owners to close the spring
training camps indefinitely
and had negotiators for both
sides trading accusations
after their last meeting on
Friday.
As Bench learned from
Monday's meeting, the issue
dividing the parties is a thorny
one.
"I thought it was just a
problem they had in
negotiating," Bench said.
-But I can see now it's a
complex legal problem."
That legal dispute involves
the issue of retroactivity,
whether Miller can strip the
players of their free agency
rights won in a landmark
arbitration case last
December.
The owners say Miller's role
as exclusive bargaining agent
for the players gives him the
North Carolina Schools Head
Long List For NIT Tourney
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - There
is absolutely no truth to the
suggestion that the N in NIT
stands for North Carolina.




which completed its 12-team
field Monday by naming six
more clubs, including North
Carolina State, 19-8, and North
Carolina-Charlotte, 21-5.
North Carolina A&T, 20,5, was
selected Sunday.
None of those clubs is to be
confused with the University
of North Carolina, the nation's
fifth-ranked team. And a flat
turndown by Maryland, an
alsoran in the Atlantic Coast
Conference postseason





without a Top Twenty learn in
the field.
North Carolina State was
ranked 17th last week but the
Wolfpack was upset by
Virginia in the Atlantic Coast
Conference playoffs and
dropped out of the ratings.
The NIT, which lost its.
television contract this year,
also was faced with having to




Also named to the NIT
Monday were San Francisco,
23-7; Kansas State, 20-7; Holy
Cross, 21-9, and St. Peter's,
N.J., 19-10, the only local five
in a tournament which has
been accused in the past of
selecting teams on their
ability to sell tickets rather
than play basketball.
The five clubs picked
Sunday along with North
Carolina A&T were Louisville,
20-6; Kentucky, 15-10;
Niagara, 17-11; Oregon, 19-10,
and Providence, 19-9.
Kansas State, Louisville,
N.C. State and Oregon were
given byes for the first round
of the NIT, which gets under
way at Matson Square
Garden Saturday with a pair
of doubleheaders. In the af-
ternoon. Kentucky face
Niagara and Providence
meets North Carolina A&T. At
night, San Francisco plays
UNC-Charlotte and Holy Cross
opposes St. Peter's.
On Monday night, March 15,
Oregon goes against the USF-
UNCC winner and N.C. State
faces the Holy Cross-St.
Peter's victor. The next
evening, Louisville takes on
the Providence-N.C. A&T
survivor and Kansas State
plays the Kentucky-Niagara
winner. The finals will be held
Sunday, March 21.
Meanwhile, Maryland, 22-6,
upheld the ACC's recent
tradition of having one of its
top teams, disappointed at
failing to win the conference
tourney, snub the NIT. The
Terrapins, 1972 NIT champs,
also turned dawn an invitation
in 1974 while N.C. State
rejected a bid last year.
"It's been a long season and,
we feel, a good season," said
Maryland athletic director
Jim Kehoe. "We don't feel we
have anything to apologize for
and we didn't want the season
to last another 10 days or so."
Kehoe also cited high travel
and lodging costs and noted
that Maryland's share of the
1972 receipts barely covered
^vowels&
obligation to bargain for a new
labor contract for all the
players, even if that opens the
union to potential damage
suits.
But Miller says he can't
retroactively strip away the
players' rights to free agency,
rights which are contained in
every 1976 individual contract.
Miller says that since the
owners are the ones seeking
changes in arbitrator Peter
Seitz' decision, they should
assume the liability of
damage suits. The owners
have refused, saying it was
Miller's responsibility.
Miller says the vast
majority of the players would
not seek legal damages but
there are some who won.
Mike Marshall of the Los
Angeles Dodgers is one player
who already has announced
his intention of suing the
players association if it
bargains away his right to free
agency in the next two years
"Don't make Marshall the
bad guy in this," said Seaver.
"Others might sue, too. Mike
is the only one who stood up at
a meeting and said he would
sue."
Girls' Prep Scores








Paducah St. Mary SO, FultOn
Co. 41
Sedalia 57, Marshall Co. 42
2nd at Hopkinstellie
1st Round








Hughes Kirk 54, Butler Co. 52
4th at Warren Central
lit Round
Cumberland 72, Warren Cen-
tral 38
Bowling Green 63, Olmstead
43
Car-
Allen 3 oC .-Scottsville 63, Clin-ton 
Co.
5
Barren Co. 49, Chandlers 29
Ith at Jeff.. Ballard
lit Round
Fern Creek 54, Manual 32




Anderson Co. 63, Carroll Co
4.5
Scott Co. 51, Shelby Co. 4
At Henry Co.
Trimble Co. 40, Owen Co. 33
Henry Co. 67, Taylorsville 45
1111 at Campbell Co.
lit *wind
Highlands 
22Newport 36, Ft. Thomas
LaSaletie Si, Dixie Heights 4
10M at Clark Co.
lit Round
Paris SS, Clark Co. 52




Mercer Co. 53, Lex. Lafayette
32
Richmond Model 62, Wood-
ford Co. 46
At Frankfort High
miLne cox.Br nyan Varian 59, Jessa
Franklin ukl Co. 57, MadisonCe
12th at Wayne Co.
lit Round
Boyle Co. 42, Lincoln Co r
Monticello 51, Nancy 25
13th at Corbin
lit Round
Cawood 67, Jackson Co. 60
Middlesboro Si, Corbin 44
14th at Hazard
let nosed
Breathitt Co. 4$, Wolfe Co 29
Leslie Co 66, Letcher 10





Little Time For 'Tide




fulfilled a dream night by
capturing its first outright
Southeastern Conference
basketball title in 20 years.
However, the nightmare is
just around the corner.
The Crimson Tide simply
earned the deadliest path
possible to a national
championship when freshman
Reginald King poured in eight
NCAA Playoffs



















Alabama vs. North Carolina,
afternoon
Western Kentucky vs. Mari
quetle, af'ernoon.
at South Bend, IndiakS-
Wevern Michigan vs. VII-
ointa Tech, morning.
Indiana vs. St. John's, N.Y..
af,ernoon.
Semifinals and Finals
At Baton Rouge, La.





Texas Tech vs. Syracuse


















Boise State vs Nevada-La,
Vegas




March 18 and 20
The four regional finalists go
to Philadelphia for the National
semifinals and finals, March 27
and March 29.
points in overtime to give
Alabama an 84-77 triumph
over Vanderbilt Monday
night. The victory ended
ninth-ranked Tennessee's
hopes of sharing the SEC
crown.
It places Alabama in the
NCAA Mideast Regional
tournament against such
awesome opposition as top-
NIT Interesting
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
For those looking for omens,
the 1976 entry of Kentucky and
Louisville in the National
Invitation Tournament might
prove interesting.
Kentucky, which has ap-
peared in five NIT's, won its
only title in 1946, while
Louisville, a 10-time par-




ranked Marquette and No. 5
North Carolina, the Tide's
opening-round foe at Dayton
Saturday.
Coach C. M. Newton wasn't
too worried about that,
though.
"When you are in a tour-
nament with the top 32 teams
in the country, it doesn't make
a difference who you play or
where you play," Newton
said. 'They are all going to be
tough."
Newton, who had shared
SEC titles the last two years
with Vanderbilt and Ken-
tucky, respectively, said he
told his wife, Evelyn, before
the game that "if you want
something this badly, it's got
to be sinful."
The Alabama coach had
already left Nashville before it
was learned that his coaching
opponent, Vandy's Roy
-se
FALLING TOWARD GILMORE-Anotber noosed Is about to
fail into die hands of Denim "Artis Gilmore" lemplas. The
leelor center for the Tigers bed 14 points sod 11 robeends hi
Morray's win over Symeoldm
Skinner, was resigning.
Skinner, bowing to what he
called the pressure of
coaching, had said repeatedly
this season that "this team is
destroying me with all these
overtimes and close games."
He had gone through four
overtimes before Monday
night - winning them all. "I
was all torn up inside as I
watched this one, just like all
the others this season."
There were only three other
major college games in the
nation Monday night - all in
the SEC.
Kentucky, bound for the
National Invitation Tour-
nament, slipped past
MiRsigsippi State in overtime
94-93 in the final game ever in
the Wildcats' MOrnorial
Coliseum. Gary Redding
scored a career high 30 points
as Auburn smashed
Mississippi 103-88 and Florida
erupted at the start of the
second half with a 17-2 spurt
that produced a 94-81 rout of
Louisiana State.
Tennessee, which ended its
regular season Saturday
night, got a break in the NCAA
tourney when Alabama won.
The Vols will play Southern
Conference champion VMI in
the East Region which has
only two other ranked teams
- unbeaten Rutgers, No. 3,
and No. 13 Virginia.
Leon Douglas led the Tide
with 30 points and King con-
tributed 27, but it took a
rebound shot at the buzzer by
T. R. Dunn to force the 68-68
deadlock at the end of
regulation time. Jeff Fosnes
had 21 for the Commodores





Paglial's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1'12 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
•• •.: .. •...
Super Special For Kids 1 /
Spaghetti and Salad /2
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS
You Can't Eat This Good

















Home of The Bo C •
510 Main 753-2975 1
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Education Funding Recommendation Due
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -
Members of a joint legislative
committee are expected to
recommend to Gov. Julian
Carroll this week whether to
continue funding for the
state's regional education
program.




he would poll members of the
committee today and report to
the governor within a week.
School superintendents
from across the state attended
a public hearing in the Capitol
Monday to tell the committee
the program should be con-
tinued.
The 1976-78 executive
budget does not include funds




The program began in 1972























metal mat22 Barracuda 10 Lubricate24 Collection of 11 Man'sfacts
25 Jump nickname19 Near28 Lomb 21 Mixture29 Abstract 22* continentDims
30 Makes • labbr I23 Talk idlySecure 








39 Gave food to
40 Diminutive
suffix































Answer to Monday a
Pins*
26 Catkin 39 More vide -
27 Postscript pendent
labbr I 40 Babylonian
29 Bitter vetch deity
30 A stale 42 Alms box
LOW I 43 The cisme
32 F. addiels 44 Ordinance
33 Succor 45 The self
34 Hebrew 47 Openwork
month fabric
35 Dwell 49 Man s name






counties. It was designed to
coordinate activities of local
school districts and programs
operated by the state
Department of Education. It
has since been expanded
statewide, and is budgeted at
$894,000 in the current fiscal
year.
Program administrators
had requested that the
program be continued and its
level of funding increased to
$1.6 million for each of the
next two fiscal years.
Kentucky Education
Department officials told the
committee Monday that they
have no intention of doing
away with regional education,
but that there wasn't enough
money to fund it. They said
coordination should continue
through existing department




Instruction, said the depar-
tment had to set priorities for
a limited amount of money.
"We thought the most
logical thing to do is to flow
money to local school
districts," he said. "There's
nothing to prohibit them from
using it to continue regional
prvices."
I He and other department
officials cited duplication of
administrative staff and
rented office space as reasons
for discontinuing the funding.
Barber also said federal funds
could be utilized to com-
pensate for the cut-off in state
funds.
School superintendents
contended that the program
has not been given long
enough to demonstrate its
effectiveness.
"This regional idea is not
just another layer of
bureaucracy," said Charles F.
Clark, Superintendent of the
Floyd County Board of
Education.
"In my judgement, this is
the best thing to happen to
elementary-secondary and
vocational education in the
last decade - and we have
just started showing results,"
he said.
Clark also said the regional
approach to problem-solving
is more efficient than the
traditional local approach.
Several superintendents




John Ray, Superintendent of
the Dawson Springs
Independent School District
and Director tof the program's
Region II said, his region
saved $72,637 in one year
through cooperative bidding.
He said statewide, regional
bidding on $1.5 million of




whether that savings justified
the amount being spent to
develop the orogram.
Hog Market




now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-













on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753 -
1916 and 753-1917
Federal State Market News Service
March 3, 1975
Kentucky Purchaw Area Hog Market 
Report Includes $ Buying Staten
Recs. Act. 457 F.X6 Betrays 6
Gills .75-1.88 lower Sows .50-1.611esser
US 1-2100430 lbs. $0.711415
US14990-3401ts. .11.21.11.75
US 34104M lbs. git.111411.M
US 34 INFIX/lb& 4,12.10.11441
Sews
US 1-21164/6165. pl.1646.116
US 1-3 NMI ,..111112/41.611us ia CIAO
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Pal° HON I'LL SHOW A
LIKE 4:79-GjTT-- THE HEAD -






I COULD HAVE TRADED 4(0)
FOR JOE  6ARA&IOLA !
\ if































of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.





Pee 55' fir Wetelleilee plais
MAS kw Ibt 1s4 math NM
receive bed am* sonic*










Ambulance. .  753-9332
Hospital
Emergency  753-5131












WE THE FAMILY of
Mrs. Effie Beane ex-
press our heartful





during the illness and
death of our dearly
loved mother. A special
thanks to Bro. Henry
Hargis, Bro. Connie
Wyatt, and Bro. John
Dale, also thanks to
Coldwater Church of
Christ Choir and the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. God bless each
and everyone of you.
The Beane Family
5 to, Atli-
LOST ONE year old
female black and white,
Walker coon hound.
About 2 miles out on 121




kitchen help. No phone













teach night or day and
night, on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday








Kut - N- Kurl
Coll 753-1682
753o-11.832
SOMEONE TO keep, 2
children in my home
weekdays. Own tran-
sportation. Call 753-9520.
FOR MIDNIGHT till 7
a.m. full time, apply 7-3
p.m. at Kwik Pik, five

































You must have a
successful 1-ork or self
employment history.
Sales background op-





at the Beet Western
In Paducah. Phone:
(502) 443-7341.














Full time office girl,
Reply in writing to











Apply in person at
Long John Silvers,
South 12th. Between
10 a. m.-noon, and 2
p. m. to 4 p. m. Ask
for Ted Maggard.


























Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
SMALL 10' or 8' trailer
that will do for office.
Call 753-4776 or 436-2508.
DAIRY COW, 10 young
Jerseys, Guernsey or
Ayrshire. Either
milking now or to
freshen soon. Call 472-
3572.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-8231.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 753-
8560.
FIREWOOD for sale by








FOR SALE cheap, 10' x
10', twelve light garage








IF CARPETS look dull
and &ear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
NO REGRET, the best








model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
11111111C1111
SPECIAL chain link
fence with 1%"O. D. top.
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per IL Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'-16'. For
all your fencing needs

















and Service, 500 Maple




























price. $29.95. Call or
write Martha Hopper,










sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
TRACTOR AND
EQUIPMENT 25-20,
J.D. diesel, A-1 con-




Call 1-354-6392 or 753-
8560.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
22' CORN elevator on
wheels, 6 12' metal
gates, 114' metal gate, 1
10' metal gate, 2 10'
wooden gates. All
factory made. Call 492-
8726.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for




motor, Mark 55, 40 h.p.,
all electric, all controls,
$150.00, or best offer.
Call 436-2494.
12 GAUGE Sears semi- •
automatic shotgun with
adjustable choke and
plug, 860.00. Call 753-
9845.
190 MODEL JOHNSON 0

































































































































































































One 5 h.p. with 71/2 h.p.
motor, 120 gallon tank,
new. One 2 h.p. new, all
types new and used
electric motors. One
commercial vacuum
cleaner. No phone calls
please. See Brandon Dill
at Dill Electric.
FOR SALE MP STAR-
DUST houseboat.
Bought new in 1972.
Sleeps six. Two 55 h. p.
motors, fully equipped
galley, gas grill. 110-12
volt and gas light
system. Carpeting in-
side, astro turf on deck.
$6,250. Call after six p.
m. 502-753-7750.
1111111111111111111




spokes. Two 14 x 6, two
15 x 10. Like new. Call
7533172, ask for Dennis.
FOR SALE 31/2 H.P. tiller.
Lawn mower, 31/2 h.p.
riding lawn mower
motor, 7 h.p. 25 pieces
tin roofing, 4' long, used.
14 pieces fiberglass
siding. Six squares of
asbestos shingles, used.
Call 492-8535.
FOR SALE good small
block Chevy engine. Call
489-2732.
alSTOM MATIRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedk or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
TAKE UP payments on
25" color console T.V. J
& B Music. Call 753-7575.
26 •
SPECIAL
Pay It ter lattallatlen Pen
$4.15 ter Ma let math end
receive Nod mien* woke






21 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 x 00 MOBILE HOME.





1175 VIKING, 12 x 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,






call 753-8550 after 4p. m.
FOR SALE AT Pine Bluff
Shores, trailer with
large living room and
bedroom attached.
under one roof. Lot 100'
x 200'. Will finance.
Phone 753-1449 after 5 p.
m.
1973 12 x 65, 3 bedroom,
bath and 1/2, with air
condition, completely
set up. Extra nice. A
real bargain. See at
Riviera Cts., or call 753-
3280.
1974 FAMILY CIRCLE,
12 x 70 three bedroom,
11/2 bath, $500.00 down
take over payments.
Call 753-4330.
12 x 44, TWO bedroom,
gas heat. For in-
formation call 753-8218
after 3:30p.m.



















16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
11 •-• ' -1•
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
in country, in Murray
area. Call 753-1495.
COUPLE WITH' small
child wants home out-
side of city limits. Phone
436-2430 after 6 p.m.
weekdays.
THREE ROOM apart-
ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished, apartment.






Call 753-069 or 753-7575.
FURNISHED AND un-
furnished, apartments
available March 1. Call
753-4331.
NICE partially furnished
apt. Located at 3081/2
North 6th. $60.00 per
month plus utilities. Call
753-1960 after 6:00.
FURNISHED APART-

















heat and air, patio,
6150.00. Call 753-7550.
Notice
Negiiining with the Mardi water and newel pas
MN, all Newt esesanters west have their bins paid
la full by the and if each weatti, If not services will
be art off witibeet wersing. AV past dee bills nest
be paid by April 30 sr services will be cat off
witheet wansing. Yea may pay at the Hazel City































ments, South 16th, Call
7534609.















per month. Call 489-2595.
COUNTRY HOME for






FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or




'WHAT PEOPLE WANT THESE PAY





lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
1•01111111
YARD SALE 505 South
6th, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. 9 a. m. ti. ?
Rain or shine, antiques,
glassware, Avon, fur-
niture and old coins.
FOUR PARTY garage
sale, 301 South 6th,
Thursday and Friday,
March 11 and 12. Plants,
clothes, furniture, in-





set, good fishing car,
lots of miscellaneous. In
'case of rain sale post-
poned until same days
following week.
BE THE first in Calloway





the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for




505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101-7531 or call Bb
Rodgers, 753-7116.
THIS WEEK's Special.
Just listed 5 miles from
town. 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick. Storage building,
on 12 acres of fine flat
land. If you want elbow
room this is the place.
Guy Spann Realty. Call
753-7724. 901 Sycamore
St., Murray, Ky.
CLOSE TO MURRAY, 2
bedroom trailer on 3
acres, has central gas





Call today to check on
this one, Moffitt Realty,









located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
LEGAL NOTICE
horsemen to gltS 424
To be sold at public auction, Saturday, March 20,
19:00 a. m. at Harbor Hill Marble (ferriterlY Bateau
Reparer):
34' howeboat 0174-68. Blue hull,
card-colored cabin
Cash terms to highest bidder. Purchaser to be
responsible for removing boat from premises at
purchaser's expense.
For further information contact Bob Hill, 502-474-
22211. Bost is now availble for inspection it Harbor
Hill Marine.
NICE OLDER home in




heat, 5 bedrooms, over
2,000 sq. ft. of living
area, priced to sell
$9,995. Call 753-8080 or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
BEAUTIFUL THREE
bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer home on quiet
street. Home has
electric heat, formal





For appointment to see
call 753-8080 or contact
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
Neetied in the trees hi lig
111 colemiol kick :sal the
perfect sottkee ter reeled,
carefree biog. 3210 mime
feet, NI with Amiens, LI
with fireplace; termed as; 3
honk; reedy bee with
imeekeltelvel; Notice this -
highest total pm void eke
hic - $1i1A
Inweecolot• 3N, tibrick •
Warier decertified with
ceder shakes IL peck
cypress. II Weds caw
pacNo, OW, pen-eenatic,
beide eves, rotrigerater. .
Ohniag one decorated with
weed and roe with deg
gloss deers overlooking
weelled let. . . pitied in
We.
lest este& ef city le this 3
II brick, 21, pee atemeing
wen. lecieded In 111411.all
litediee habins, large
feectiesel stility with
sewing wee, brick eel IA
with fireplace, deck, Meek
▪ .d-_- .,,.d Is.
ACREAGE: 'parse. 72
Amble ewes tied abed,
ether lidp. Pee 3N base
XI ecru MIMI. 21
- make offer
1$ ecru weeded wed
rain
7 acres located wear_kike
5 arim free trees,
streerkerrt pie* with leo-
nincehito *ruder aid kw





Realty, 711 Main. There
Is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers








44 tots fot Se
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forrest.










large back yard with
Rhode trees, $14,000.00
on 11th Street. Can 753-
7974 or 753-1677 or 753-
0704
11111111.11111 1111111111111
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm







Call 753-0965 after 5.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big








Priced to sell at
$10,500. Phone 753-
0675.
LARGE 10 room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Carpeting, 2
car garage. Call 753-
9485.
1979 MALD3U, 2 door




$1,250 or best offer. Call
753-3794.




red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 753-
7211.
Yoday's Specials
Need a farm? We
have several listed.
From 5 acres up. .
Just listed. Less than
2 miles from city. 8
room, 3 BR., 1 bath,
brick home on 5
acres of fine land fen-
ced. Has large trees
in yard, 4 out-
buildings including a
20 by 40 metal stock
barn and 16 by 40
block building, both
with lights and




home? See us about a
lot in Westwood. We
have 65 lots, some
with Woods. Come by










After 5411 p. a. Call Guy
Spasm 753-24116; Levis'
inter 753-2489; lock p55'.






in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 11/2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet








Enduro Only 2400 miles.
Call 753-8844 days, 767-
8253 after 6.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
E1586.
1174 Y2 Husky, 175 CC,
includes all Enduro
accessories, and coney
shocks. 200 miles, 1973
Yamaha, 175 CC
Enduro, excellent
shape, meet sell. Call 1-
5724469
SHARP 1973 Monte Carlo,
power steering, brakes,





clean, will trade. 1109
Circariuna Drive.
1970 DODGE TRUCK C-
500. Long wheel base, 22'




1971 COMET, A-1 con-
dition. Call 753-2858 after
4 p. m.
1172 VW, $1,450.00. Call
753-8001 after 5 p.m.
1970 FORD LTD, power




1975, 4 x 4, BLAZER
















tionally clean inside and
out. Only $750.00. Call 1-
5224469.
1972 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 753-





1968 FORD FAIRLANE, 2




1973 GREEN TWO door









factory air, 8,000 miles
on new engine, new
brakes, new shocks and
exhaust system. 28
miles per gallon. $875.00.




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Conte
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1979 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
111' COACHMAN camper,
1975 model. 11773 350
Honda. Call 7534024
after 5
1971 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking $2,100.
Call 753-0362 after 4:30.
1974 PICKUP CAB over
carnper, 13'. $850.00 or







INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL DO general farm
work. Experienced.





and exterior by the hour




repair. Call after 5436-
2476.
WILL DO housework and











NIP & TUCK Upholstery,
free estimates, pickup
and delivery. Call 492-
8469.
HIGH SCHOOL: boy








for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All






WILLING TO DO work in
garden. Low wages. Call
753-99112 between 3:00 p
m. to 5p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hih-
Burger.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas, white









struction Co. Route 2.
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South
on 121. Call 436-2611 or
436-2590 or 436-2227.
SPECIAL
Pay 1, ter inneallsoien phis
SAM for Wee let meth wed
make 2eid sea* service








efficient service. No job











Then call 753-6614. .
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric_
No jobs too small. Cali
436-5642 early morning





grey and white, had all
shots. Very lovable,
make a nice pet. Call
753-1611.
NOTICE
Please take notice that any person
having a claim against the estate of
Ruby Ganger must submit same, to
Phyllis Garland, Administratrix, P.
0. Box 65, Benton, Kentucky within
60 days of the date of this notice or be
forever barred.
ESTATE AUCTION
Sat. March 13, 10:00 a. m.
Roy HoweN Estate
Tarn E. eft Hwy 51 between Crutchfield & Clin-
ton, Ky. on to Hwy. 1529. Go to first crow road.
turn S. & proceed to sale.
Household, shop tools, 1954 Ford tractor, 3-103
Oliver tractors, farm equipment & etc. Several
antiques, curios& collectible items.
Sale Rain or Shine
Lunch Available
Mrs. Hazel Howell, Adrnrx. Col Rubert Ainley
Pawn, Kr Auctioneer & Broker
IMMO So. Man. To. 4794713





The honor roll for the past
six weeks at North Calloway
Elementary School has been
released by the principal,
Johnny Bohannon. It is as
follows:
Sixth Grade — Trisha Clark,
Kelly Crouse, Lonna Furr,
Jackie Hale, Todd Harrison,
Kevin Hopkins, Mitzi
McCallon, Ftachael Lamb, and
John Smith.
Seventh Grade — Marty




Dee Dee Darnell, and Brad
Bryan.
Eighth Grade — Jane
Greer, Kathy Lovett, Kerry
Lamb, Chuck Holt, Keith
Edwards, Dale Finney, Roger
Garland, Guy Furr, Timmy
Feltner, James Bibb, Laura
Fones, Kim Willie, Roger
Scott, and David Thorn.
FBI Hired Informers To Spy On
Members Of Women's Liberation
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Women's libbers, Com-
munists, militant blacks and
Jews and taxpayers
protesting against taxes were
among the targets of domestic
surveillance by government




1,000 pages of documents
Monday, detailing domestic




One memo shows the FBI
used informers during 1969
and 1970 to keep track of the
women's liberation movement
in several U.S. cities, but
never turned up any evidence
of revolutionary or violent
activity.
The panel said it found that
informers were employed in
New York, Baltimore, Kansas
City, Mo., Columbia, Mo., and
Lawrence, Kan.
But a May 1969 memo from
the head of FBI offices in New
York to the late Director J.
Edgar Hoover said informers
found the women's lib
movement "is not an
organization as such but
rather a cause and
philosophy" interested in such
issues as birth control and
abortion.
One informer told the FBI
that members of the women's
movement "are not
revolutionaries and would not
help anyone in a revolution
until the oppression of women
was solved first and com-
pletely," the memo said.
Committee documents also
showed the IRS used un-
dercover agents to monitor
activities of tax protesters in
Los Angeles and Chicago. One
memo said an IRS undercover
agent in Los Angeles gave the
Justice Department advance
information on the legal
strategy planned by a
protester facing trial for
Deaths and Funerals
Ottis W. Harrison Funeral Wednesday Fred Vaughan Dies
Dies At Age 97; For Mrs. Simmons Monday; Funeral
Rites Wednesday To Be Wednesday ,
Otis W. Harrison, age 97,
died this morning at 4:50 at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was a retired farmer and a
concrete finisher
Otis W. Harrison
The Murray man had been
active until just last fall and
had resided alone at his home
at 310 South Sixth Street. He
was able to drive his own car
some and attended the First
United Methodist Church and
the meetings of the Golden
Age C1 until last year.
His de, the former Doyle
Beaman, died in 1966, after
sixty-seven years of
marriage. 'They lived at 1206
Main Street and owned and
managed the Harrison
Apartments at the corner of
Main and lath Streets. He was
a member of the First United
Methodist Church. Born July
29, 1878, in Tennessee, he was
the son of the late Thomas
Harrison and Alice Sheridan
Harrison.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Edgar ( Artie) Morris,
Murray Route Seven, Lynn





Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Dr.
James A Fisher officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
today (Tuesday).
The funeral for Mrs. Oren
(Goble ) Simmons of Hazel
Route Two will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
New Providence Church of
Christ, where she was a
member, with Bro. John Dale
officiating and the Church
singers, led by Bobby Stub-
blefield, providing the song
service.
Burial will be in the New
Providence Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mrs. Simmons, age 75, died
Monday at 8:55 a.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She and her husband, who
survives, were married
August 11, 1923. Born March
31, 1900, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late John and Elizabeth
Cooper Htitson.
Survivors are her husband,
Oren Simmons; daughter,
Mrs. Louis ( Sue ) Carr, Benton
Route Seven; two sisters, Mrs.
Jesse (Ruby) Dick and Mrs.
Rob ( Tenriie) Duncan, Hazel
Route Two; one brother,
Raymond Hutson, Buchanan,
Tenn.; two grandchildren,
Mrs. Randle ( Wanda Sue)





Final rites for Miss Laura
Belle Thompson of 403 South
Eighth Street were held
Monday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Gordon Downs and Rev.
Aaron McWherter officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White
playing the organ.
Pallbearers were Aubrey,
Thomas, and James Stom,
Eugene McWherter, Johnny
Lane, and Gene Thurman.
Burial was in the New
Providence Cemetery.
Miss Thompson, age 85, died
Saturday at 7:10 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She had retired from
the Claussner Hosiery Mill,
Paducah, about twenty years
ago.
Survivors are three sisters,
'Mrs. Jesse Stom of Murray,
and Miss Arah Thompson and
Mrs. Alice Cook of Paducah,
along with several nieces and
nephews.
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
Fred Vaughan died Monday
at 9:30 p. m. at the home of his
sister, Mrs. Fred McClure, 300
Woodlawn. He was 75 years of
age. -
The deceased was a retired
farmer and was born
November 2, 1900, in Calloway
County, the son of the late
Silas Vaughan and Nellie Todd
Vaughan.
Survivors are three sisters,
Mrs. Fred (May) McClure, 300
Woodlawn, Miss Hattie
Vaughan, 624 Ellis Drive, arid
Mrs. Effie Byers, 621 Ellis
Drive, and several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 3:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bernice
Wisehart, Damon Carson,
Floyd McClure, Blondie
Graves McClure, Billy Kin-
solving, and Larry Carson.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.




The funeral for James
Albert Ragsdale of Murray
Route Three was held Monday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Gerald Owen
officiating and the Sugar
Creek Quartet providing the
song seuice.
Gerald and Joe Walker,
James T. Rose, Guy Luther,
Harley Barnett, and Clyde
Hale served as pallbearers
and burial was in the Frien-
dship Cemetery,
Mr. Ragsdale, age 53, died
suddenly Saturday at 12:30 p.
m. at his home. He had been
employed by the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company since October 7,
1946, and was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Anna Mary Dilday Ragsdale,
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Golden Ragsdale, and one
daughter, Teresa Ann
Ragsdale, Murray Route
Three; three sons, Jimmy of
Murray Rotue Eight, Larry of
Murray, and Donald Keith of
Murray Route Three; two
sisters, Mrs. Rafe Brooks,
Dexter Route One, and Mrs.
Thomas Phelps, Louisville;
one brother, W. C. Ragsdale,




The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at the home
of Ruth Cole, 814 West Main
Street, at 7:30 p. m.
NEWCOMERS CLUB
The Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
7:30 p. m. on Thursday, March
11, at the First Christian
Church. Enix Interiors will
give the program on "Interior
Decorating."
4
refusing to pay his taxes.
A memo describing ac-
tivities of the "undercover
operative" said the agent had
been able to obtain a copy of
the tax protesters' legal brief
several months before it was
filed in court.
The memo said the advance
data gave the IRS time to "do
additional research in order
for the U.S. attorney to
properly answer this motion,"
which sought dismissal of one
of the charges against the
unidentified tax protester.
An undercover IRS agent
was assigned to attend public
meetings in Chicago of the
Illinois Tax Rebellion Com-
mittee, a 19'73 memo showed.
Another memo released by
the panel outlined FBI wiretap
activities against the Black
Panthers, the Jewish Defense
League and the Communist
Party U.S.A. The memo is
believed to provide the first
authoritative list of domestic
groups and individuals
subjected to electronic sur-
veillance by the FBI.
The memo said seven
wiretaps and an electronic
bug were used against the
Black Panthers.





Student Alliance, said to be an
affiliate of the Students for a





"The Value of International
Education to Academic
Excellence" will be the topic
exmained at the United
Campus Ministry luncheon
this Wednesday.
The third presentation in the
current series dealing with
academic excellence will be
discussed by Bob Head,
Chairman of the Art Depar-
tment at Murray State and
Milton Grimes of the Foreign
Language Department. Time
for questions will be included.
Previous luncheons in-
cluded Dr. Constantine Curris
who discussed "Academic
Excellence and the Future of
MSU" ano Dr. Howard Keller
who looked at "The Visible
and Invisible Signs of
Academic Excellence".
Head earned his BA from
MacMurray College in
Jacksonville, Minois and his
MFA from Kent State. He has
been a faculty member at
MSU since 1965. Dr. Grimes,
who joined the faculty in 1972
received his MA from Murray
State University and his PhD
from Vanderbilt University.
Grimes is currently in charge
of the Kentucky Institue for
Europena Studies which offers
the opportunity to MSU
students to study in Bregenz,
Austria this summer.
The UCM luncheon are held
from 12:30 to 1:20 each wed-
nesday at 202N. 15th Street.
The luncheons are open to
the public and cost a minimal
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Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.1
no change. Below dam 312.0
down 1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 3.54.0
no change. Below dam 317.1
down 2.11.
Sunset 5:57. Sunrise 6:17
Weakened Teacher Negotiations
Measure Considered In Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — A
weakened version of a professional
negotiation; bill for teachers was
posted for consideration today in the
Kentucky Senate.
As originally written, the bill would
have allowed teachers to strike or to
have disputes settled by binding
aribitration.
However, as approved last week by
the Senate Committee on Labor and
Industries, the strike and aribitration
provisions were deleted.
The amended bill prohibits work
stoppages and provides for mediation
and fact-finding as a means of settling
disputes.
The bill requires boards of education
of districts in which at least one
association of employes exists to accept
recognition requests from the groups
and recognize the groups as bargaining
agents.
The measure also would require
appointment of bargaining teams by
the boards and any teachers' groups
and require collective bargaining under
certain conditions.
The bill is sponsored by Sen. William
L Quinlan, D-Louisville.
On Monday, the Senate passed a bill
to establish a new code of conduct for
members of the legislature. It now goes
to a House committee.
The measure would establish a
procedure whereby members of the
legislature could abstain from voting on
legislation which could be construed as
a conflict of interest.
Members of the legislature, under the
bill, could ask a board of ethics to
determine whether they should abstain
from voting on certain matters.
The bill also would increase mem-
bership of the board of ethics from
seven to nine and three members would
be appointed by the Legislative
Research Commission.
Sen. Pat McCuistion, D-Pembroke,
speaking on behalf of the bill, urged his
colleagues to support it.
"The public expects its legislators to
have some guidelines," McCuistion
said.
Under the proposed act, members of
the legislature who need to be
disciplined would be censured by their
colleagues rather than by the presiding
officer, as earlier suggested.
That suggestion was deleted after the
bill was brought up on the floor and then
recommitted to a committee.
The Senate Rules Committee
reconunited Monday one of Gov.
Julian Carroll's medical malpractice
bills.
The measure would establish a
Kentucky patients' compensation fund,
which would reduce the risk of a
physician or hospital by paying single
claims that exceed $100,000. The fund
also would pay total annual claims
exceeding $300,000.
It was sent back to the Committee on
Judiciary-Statutes for further study,
said Senate Majority Leader Tom
Garrett, D-Paducah.
Garrett said he expected that bill
along with another companion
malpractice measure to be considered
by the Senate this week.
Kentucky Tree To Be Planted In Summer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky will have an official
state tree by the start of
summer for the first time in
the history of the Com-
monwealth.
Fittingly enough, it is the
only tree that has Knetucky in
its name — the Kentucky
Coffee Tree.
Gov. Julian Carroll signed
the legislation Monday
designating it the official state
tree, ending years of con-
troversy.
The tulip poplar has
commonly been considered
the state tree, even though it
was never officially
proclaimed such. But tulip
poplar advocates have been
the strongest opponents of the
Kentucky Coffee Tree, calling
it ugly and poisonous.
Supporters of the coffee tree
say it is a handsome and
strong tree and point out that
Kentucky pioneers used its
fruit to make a kind of coffee.
Carroll Signed the
legislation with Mrs. Joe
Creason sitting at his side. She
wore an orange dress and
necklace of polished brown
coffee beans she had made.
"I do so remembering the
great Kentuckian, Joe
Creason," Carroll said as he
signed the bill. The late
Courier-Journal columnist
had long sought to have the
coffee tree named the state
tree.
The governor recalled that
Cresson had given him a
coffee tree seedling two years
ago, when Carroll was
lieutenant governor. Carroll




of the coffee tree was on hand
for the ceremony, his pockets
full of coffee tree seeds.
Former McCracken County
agent Bill Johnstone said the
tree would be a proud symbol
for Kentucky. He said its wood
is extremely hard and that
there are many uses for the
wood.
"It is a deep-rooted,
straightgrained, tough tree,"




SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
Dismissing portions of
Patricia Hearst's defense as
"unbelievable," a govern-
ment psychiatric expert has
portrayed her as the reigning
monarch of a rag-tag army of
revolutionaries she lifted to
international fame.
"She was the queen" of the
Symbionese Liberation Army,
said Dr. Joel Fort. "She
brought them international
recognition, the excitement,
the press attention.... She
enjoyed the status and
recognition this brought her."
Fort, a physician with
psychiatric training, took
issue on Monday with several
key elements in Miss Hearst's
own story of fear and sexual
assault inflicted by her SLA
captors.
The government is trying to
prove to the jury that Miss
Hearst took part willingly in a
1974 bank robbery. The
defense claims, and Miss
Hearst has testified, that she
participated out of fear for her
life.
U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning, Jr. spent most of
the day eliciting Fort's picture
of the 22-year-old newspaper
heiress. Defense attorney F.
Lee Bailey had just begun his
cross-examination when court
recessed for the day. He
planned to resume his
questioning today.
Fort, his opinions based on
four jailhouse interviews with
Miss Hearst as well as other
material, declared that the
defendant was "a voluntary
member of the SLA" when she
and four comrades robbed the
Hibernia Bank on April 15,
1974.
"She did not perform the
bank robbery because she was
in fear of her life," Fort said
over strenuous objections by
Bailey. U.S. District Court
Judge Oliver J. Carter
allowed the answer to stand
but instructed the jury that it
was strictly Fort's opinion.
When Browning asked about
Miss Hearst's contention that
she shot up a sports store in
the Los Angeles area to rescue
two underground companions
because of a "reflex" action
drilled into her by the
terrorists, Fort said, "I find it
unbelievable."
An enraged Bailey jumped
to his ,feet, but Carter,
overruled his objection, again
cautioning the jury to treat the
answer as one man's opinion. •
Fort appeared to push Miss:
Hearst to the point of an angry
outburst when he specifically
contradicted her emotional
tale of rape in a tiny closet
where she was held captive in
the weeks after her Feb. 4,
1974, kidnaping.
Miss Hearst told hirn, Fort
said, that she submitted to
now-dead SLA terrorists
Willie Wolfe and Donald
"Cinque" DeFreeze because
they asked to have sexual
intercourse with her and she
thought it would help keep her
alive.
BASS CLUB
The Murray Bass Club will
hold its regular monthly
meeting on Wednesday,




But in the meantime please use our new Main Street Entrance.
Sorry for any inconvenience.
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